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Making Connections

Avalon Hill Philosophy

organized side of wargaming, clubs, special in
terest magazines, general hobby publications, con
ventions and face-to-face meetings, are unknown.

''It is the informing of this huge faction of
potential wargamers that we must address our
selves. To this end, the IFW is starting a project
which, it hopes, will accomplish this very task.
They wish to make available, first in major
metropolitan areas, then on a statewide basis, lists
of local clubs, garners who like to play ftf games
on a regular basis, conventions, and regular
wargaming meetings. These lists would be com
piled and updated every 3-6 months and made
available to local hobby dealers and any war
gamer who would wish them. Thus, when you
went to your local hobby store, he could give
you a list of persons in your area with whom you
could play the game you just bought, or places
you could go for AH gaming and miniatures play
in your area. The list would give information on
how to obtain lists from other locals, so that if
you traveled you would know where other
wargamers could be found. Such a project bene
fits everyone! The dealer, when he tries to sell a
game or miniatures, is often stymied by the
objection, " ... but I have no one to play the
game with." If he has a place to play he will buy
the game. If he starts to play the game he will,
very likely, be introduced into other aspects of
wargaming by the people he meets. Thus hobby
clubs, of all types, will find a new member for
their products and magazines - to say nothing of
the dealer who can now sell this same person
miniatures, other games, and books on all aspects
on wargaming and associated fields.

"To accomplish this task we need; a basic list
of wargamers, clubs, and regular meetings in a
locale and persons who can go to their local
hobby shop and have the dealer pass out these
lists to customers. The IFW is going to make a
concerted effort in the metropolitan areas in
which it has large member concentrations. But to
make the project ultimately successful we need
aid from everyone, including local clubs especi
ally, via submission of their names for the
preparation of lists and via contact of local
hobby shops to carry the lists once prepared. If
you would like to appear on the first lists, to be
prepared and distributed by May 1, 1971 send
the following data to IFW c/o Lenard Lakofka,
1806 N. Richmond St., Chicago, III. 60647;
Name, address, city, zip code, phone, games you
wish to play, days and/or times when you will be
available to play. From clubs and local meeting
groups, please send the name of at least one
representative along with location of meeting,
time and date(s). Every listing of an individual on
these lists will carry with the statement that you
wish to be called or written to first - so you will
not have people standing at your door. If you
wish to aid in the distribution of these lists, via
your club magazine, or in hobby shops please
contact the same address as above. This project
has shown excellent success in Columbus, Ohio
where a group has already attempted it. Now it
wi II be you r aid that can make it a national
success."
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The General is edited and published by
The Avalon Hill Company almost solely for
the cultural edification of the serious game
aficionado. It also helps sell our merchan
dise, too.

Articles from subscribers are considered
for publication at the whim and fancy of
members of our erudite editorial staff and
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COVER STORY
IFW President Len Lakofka ponders the fate of

his last remaining Focke-Wulf Geschwader during
a test of Avalon Hill's brand new LUFTWAFFE
game.

"Probably the most playable game in their
line," equivocated Len during the play-test
period, "I've lost just as many games being the
American as when I was the German," Len
quipped during a moment of humility. Len spent
quite a few moments during Avalon Hill's Hobby
Show at the Luftwaffe Game Table. With his help
and that of several IFW cohorts who managed to
spend a few hours at the table, Luftwaffe comes
to the public a most accurate portrayal of the
real life event.

Luftwaffe covers the time period 1943-45
during which the Americans were dropping every
thing but the kitchen sink over Germany. You
won't get the sink with the game; but everything
else you need to recreate the same excitement
Len experienced during the test phase.

Look for it around April I in local outlets 
$8.98 retail; $9.98 mail order.

Len Lakoika Is a "positive" person. He's a
doer. He makes connections. He Is President of
the IFW In addition to guiding two gaming
societies and publishing two Diplomacy fan
'zlnes. On the side he contributes articles to a
variety of gaming magazines - all, that Is, except
The General. Panzerblitz Magazine selected Len as
"1970 Wargamer of the Year" (despite this latter
Indiscretion.)

Most of his personal "free" time has gone Into
expounding the virtues of wargamlng. Instead of
spending his vacation at a local spa, he chose to
help Avalon Hill personnel man their booth at
the Hobby Trade Show In Chicago. It was during
this time when Len discussed with A valon Hill
how to help wargamers make connections with
other wargamers - an Idea suggested to him by
Alister M Macintyre of the Central Ohio War
gamers.

"Write it down," we suggested. He did just
that:

"In the United States the hobby of wargaming
has always been a fluid entity. Prior to the
emergence of Avalon Hill Games, the hobby of
wargaming was limited, almost exclusively, to
small groups of miniature figures collectors who,
on occasion, would create rules so that they
could recreate battles for their collections. When
the Avalon Hill Company pioneered the adult
wargame, in board game style, many more per
sons were introduced to the competitive aspect of
wargaming. Still, a person would buy an AH
game, play it with a friend or two, but then,
most often, find a void in which no new
competition could be found.

"The General was the first step in creating a
broadly based permanent market of "hard core"
wargamers and a means via which persons, inter
ested in the hobby, could contact one another.
Of course, I refer to the "opponents wanted"
column in this magazine.

"It was this unique innovation that began the
process of tying together the various segments
and factions of wargaming aficionados. This merg
ing of purposes and interests were fostered by the
large number of wargaming clubs that sprang up
around the country. Their interest, while pri
marily in Avalon Hill games, also lapsed into the
areas of miniatures, game design and military
history. Such national clubs as the INTER
NATIONAL FEDERATION OF WARGAMlNG,
and SPARTAN INTERNATIONAL INC. have
completely bridged the gap, in their diversified
activities, between the Avalon Hill Board game
and the miniature's player.

"Yet it can be noted that the hobby of
wargaming is still in its infancy. This is due to
the fact that the huge number of persons who
buy Avalon Hill games, or buy miniatures, are
still not in contact with one another. Percentage
wise, few buyers of Avalon Hill games, subscribe
to The General. To them the hobby, i.e. the
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By Richard Thomas 394th regt. so what I suggest is to change the
361 st regt. into the 394th.

Before continuing on, I would like to say a
few words about the 102nd Cav. Group.

TJle 102nd Cav. Group held the line north of
the 2nd inf. and that I battalion of the 99th. It
was deployed in a fashion similar to the 14th
Cav. , hoI d ing a line between two large
formations, in the case of the 14th Cav. it was V
and VIII Corps, while in the case of the 102nd
the two formations were either the 99th and a
division to the north, or the 99th and the VII
Corps. In any case, the 102nd could have been
available, and was in the area of the Bulge board,
(although with only I sqdn, the 38), however, I
have decided to include it into my set-up. Just
make another 4-6 Cav. Group, (most Cav. Groups
had the same numi)er of Sqdn's at this time, 2 or
3, I'm not certain), and name it the 102nd. Place
it at RR-4, just north of Monschau, where the
real 38th Sqdn. was.

Sou th from the 99th inf. division is the 14th
Cav. Group, correctly placed in the Losheim Gap.

ext in line is the 422nd regt., then the 423rd,
and finally the 424th, which is on the east side
of the Our River! The positions of the first two
units is correct, except the 422nd should be at
UU-12 and the 423rd at TT-14. The 424th as
stated above, was on the east side of the Our
River, with a front line of approximately 4Y2
miles, (roughly 1-2 squares. The main
concentration of strength was south of the Our
River bridge 3 miles, so in the new set-up, place
the 424th at SS-15, and not in St. Vith.

No game can realistically represent the gallant
action of the 28th inf. division, and it's delaying
action which held the Germans in check until
other commands could take over. I, and I think
Avalon Hill were faced with the problem of how
to take into account the strung out companies
and plantoons that stopped the enemy in the first
critical hours. The first regt. in line from north to
south was the 112th info This unit held a line of
4Y. miles that extended from Oberhausen to
Kalborn, which is do east of Houffalize. Thus it
would seem to be correct to position the 112th
at NN-22. To the south of the 112th is the I 10th
with a frontage of ten miles, extending from the
I 12th boundary in the north to the town of
Hoscheid, which is east from Wiltz. From Wiltz
south to Diekirch is the responsibility of the
109th inf. (Excuse me; from due east of Wiltz on
the Our River to Diekirch is the responsibility of
the 109th). Thus we can put the I 12th, as
mentioned above, at NN-22, the 110 at NN-26,
and the 109th at Vianden and be historically
correct. With one problem. The bridge at PP-26 is
left uncovered, and the German can advance
across it quite easily! Again I had to resort to
compromise, and I suggest this set-up, which
moves the 112th south to NN-25, taking over
that sector from the II Oth, which can now cover
the bridge· mentioned above by placing itself, the
I 10th, at 00-27. Place the 109th at Vianden. So,
by sacrificing some historical accuracy, we have a
placement that fulfills the criteria of covering
Clervaux, the PP-26 bridge, and Vianden.

During the Battle of the Bulge, the 9th
Armoured never fought together. South of the
109th inf. was Combat Command A of the 9th
Armoured. The command consisted of the 19th

During the past few years, there have been
many articles on The Battle of the Bulge, most
dealing' with the strategy and tactics of how the
competent German player can turn a rough game
into a lesson on lightning war and envelopment
for the fretting American opponent. Out of these
articles has come the strategy of the southern
offence and the all important attack against the
99 inf. division, both of which I think are good
moves. Wargamers have also been reminded about
the north-south road net running through
Houffalize, a target of grave importance to the
German. What I don't think has been given
enough "publicity" in the General is the faulty
placement of some of the American units, and
the incorrect boundary between the 6 Panzer and
the 5 Panzer Armies. As I continue this article, I
shall try to describe the thought process I used,
and the important information I used to
formulate the new Start set-up I'm trying to "sell
to you."

My sole source for the new set-up is the
monumental work by the Office of the Chief of
Military History; European Theater of Operations,
The Ardennes, Battle of the Bulge, by Hugh M.
Cole. The book is about 900 pages long.

Looking from north to south on the battle
map I saw some familiar units. On the north
flank is the 3 battalion, 395 inf., bracketed on
the north by a unit of the 102nd Cav. group, and
on the south by the 99th Rcn. Troop. Next in
line was the 2nd division. Then came the rest of
the 395th infantry. This contrary to AH's set-up
which shows a unit called the 361 st regt. as being
first in line to the north. If OCMH's book is to
be trusted, we now find out there was no 361 st
regt. with the 99th division, at the time of the
battle. The regiments of the 99th inf. are the
395th, the 393rd, and the 394th, from north to
south. The separation of the 2 battalions of the
395th in the south with the 3rd bat. in the north
would not appreciably affect the play so I didn't
bother with this point. Therefore, the first part
of my set-up is to leave the 2nd inf. division
where AH put it.

South of Monschau about 8 miles was where
the boundary of the 99th and 2nd inf. divisions
met. This would be roughly 3 squares on the
battle board. Here the 2 battalions of the 395th
took over from the 2nd inf. division. Since the
major strength of the 395th inf. was with these 2
battalions, and since the 395th can't be broken
down into battalions to place the 3rd battalion at
Monschau, the second part of my placement puts
the 395th on RR-8, which is historically correct.
Then follows the 393rd, and the 394th. However,
these two regiments each had a frontage of 2 to
3 miles each, and they were 8 miles east of
Elsenborn, which is roughly 3 squares east of the
Monschau-Elsenborn road! This would place them
on UU-7 (for the 393rd), and UU-8 (for the
394th). Besides being a little out on the limb,
this placement would put the two regiments right
in the middle of the German 6th Panzer Army
assembly area for the AH game, so I decided on a
compromise between historical accuracy and
panzer fodder. Therefore, in the new set-up, place
the 393rd on TT-8, and the 394th on TT-9.
During set-up, you might find it hard to get a
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tank bat., the 60th armoured inf., and the 89th
and 90th Rcn. battalions. This force was due east
from Diekirch about 5 miles, (roughly 2 squares).
However, if we put CCA on SS-30, the bridge at
.RR-29 would be left uncovered, so resorting to
compromise again, I decided to place it at RR-30,
which would be near correct, while covering the
bridge.

CCR, 9th Armoured Division, the armoured
reserve of the VIII Corps, was stationed at Trois
Vierges on the 13th of December, in position to
support the corps left and center. Trois Vierges is
on the Bastogne-St. Vith road at the terminals of
the Clerf River. Therefore, place 9th/CCR at
MM-23.

Combat Command B of the 9th Armoured had
been transferred to the V Corps shortly before
the Ardennes offensive to support 2nd inf. in its
attack toward the Roar River dams that was to
take place on the 16th and 17th of December.
This command was stationed at the town of
Faymonville, 12 miles north of St. Vith, on the
night of the 15th. When the offense struck, the
unit was released to the VIII Corps on the night
of the 16th, when it moved south and took part
in the defense of St. Vith. Faymonville, as stated
above, is 12 miles north of St. Vith, and about 3
miles southwest of Elsenborn. Therefore, place
9th/CCB at QQ-I 1.

The 4th inf. division was stationed on the Our
River line south of 9th/CCA, and Avalon Hill has
correctly positioned this division. This ends my
new American set-up, now for the German, and
the results of the new positions.

The 6th Panzer Army, as everyone knows, was
charged with the main burden of the offense. It's
boundary with the 5th Panzer Army started
south of Losheim about 2 miles, (approx. I
square). In my new set-up, therefore, place the
southern limit of the Army at grid II, retaining
the eastern boundary at grid UU, inclusive.

The results of this' new set-up are to allow the
German a fairly easy time in the south, while
slowing him down in the north. He will no longer
find it an easy matter to block the Monschau-St.
Vith road. An attack against the 395th might
push said inf. regiment back into the rough, but
it is a simple matter for the American to move
the 394th from TT-9 to SS-9, thereby blocking
the road to St. Vith. The German could try
against the 393rd, with an attack against the
395th, and put one on the 14th Cav.; if both the
attacks had an A advance I, you would have the
394th trapped, but what good would it do you
when you pushed the 14th Cav. and the 393rd
back onto the road?

A German headache in the north is, however,
compensated by smooth going in the south,
where he has the choice of which regiments to
route. It is fairly easy to achieve a breakthrough
in at least I area, and probably 2.

The American now finds that the southern
arena is not as secure as it used to be, but
9th/CCR is nearer to the danger area than it used
to be. In the north, he can count on having a
good front to delay the German, using 9th/CCB
for the St. Vith area to check any possible river
crossings in that part of the "woods."

I would be interested in hearing from anyone
interested who has any comments on this subject,
and would like to have a PBM game with
someone. My address:

Richard Thomas
4 Copper Hill Rd.
Granby, Conn. 06035
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by A. Augenbraun

1914 Strategy & Tactics

by converting to the defensive. Of course, every
possible opportunity to eliminate enemy units
should be taken by both sides.

Since the Germans are to be on the offensive
initially, they must examine their alternatives. The
middle of the board contains the movement
restricting Ardennes. Speed and maneuverability
will suffer if an offensive is launched through here.
Besides, since the geographical targets are, for the
most part, to the north and south, this alternative
will not yield very much direct profit.

In the south, mobility is hampered by the rough
terrain-forest which stretches from southeast of
Strassburg to the Swiss border, but the squares east
of Strassburg and west and southeast of Mentz can
be utilized as staging areas. The going in this area is
otherwise relatively easy.

The best site for an offensive is the Belgian
plain. Once the Germans clear the bottleneck
northeast of Liege, they will have smooth sailing all
the way to the coast at Boulogne.

An ideal pattern of attack is shown below
although an attack through Belgium alone should
also produce good results. The dark areas are the
impassable forests and rough terrain where move
ment is restricted. The dots represent point
yielding cities in Belgium and France.

their hands full if they assume an offensive
posture.

This brings us to strategical considerations. At
the start of the game, the French possess all of the
point-yielding areas except for Metz and Strass
burg. Since the Allies possess no siege artillery, the
Allied commander may as well forget about taking
those two German strongpoints. It then remains
for the Allies to hold onto what they already have,
and that means waging a defensive campaign.

The Germans, in order to win, must wrest the
point-yielders from the French. Thus, offensive
plans are needed for the Germans. However, I have
already established that it will not be easy for the
Germans to destroy the Allies. It must be the
German intention to push the enemy back from
the point-yielding areas and keep him at a distance

Cavalry
33
10

"A" Corps "R" Corps
312 128
210 72

I. NUMBER OF UNITS AT START
"A" "R" Siege Other

Corps Corps Cavalry Art Units
26 16 1I 7 17
21 8 10 0 10

II. OFFENSIVE FACTORS AT START

"A" "R" Support Other
Corps Corps Cavalry Art. Units
182 80 44 32 41
126 48 20 24 9

This article should prove useful to you for its
purpose is to help improve your game by compar
ing the strengths of both sides and by discussing
the strategical alternatives as well as some tactical
hints.

To get an overall view of the relative strengths
of the opposing forces, I have compiled the
following charts, all of which apply to the
advanced game without the use of game varia
tions:

German
French
Dutch &
Belgians 16 0 2 26

Charts II and III clarify the picture. The German
offensive strength, while more powerful than the
French, will find itself evenly matched against
Allied defenses. On the other hand, German
defensive factors appear able to have an easy time
of it against any Allied offensive. The ratio here is
about 2Y2: I in favor of the Germans. German
cavalry is twice as strong as tha t of the Allies while
other units are evenly rna tched.

German
French
Dutch &
Belgians 2 0 2 0 8

The Germans have a slight numerical edge over
the Allies, but this alone is not too significant.
Both sides should be able to defend at an
approximate one-to-one basis, but neither the
Germans nor the French can maintain a strong
defensive line if they shift their weight to either
the left or right flank.

German
French
Dutch &
Belgians 12 0 3 0 20

III. DEFENSIVE FACTORS AT START

Other
Units

46
16

IV. TOTAL REINFORCEMENTS

Number Offensive Defensive
of Units Factors Factors

German 9 Inf. 33 50
French II Inf., 1 Cav. 35, (I) 43,0
British I I Inf., 3 Cav. 41, (10) 69,4

But the German player must take the Allied
reinforcements into consideration. Chart IV shows
that total reinforcements for the Allies are double
those of the Germans in all areas: number of units
and offensive/defensive strength. The German also
must bear in mind that the optional East Front
Rule will, at least to some extent, weaken his
forces.

The graphic evidence presented above indicates
that while the Germans can easily execute defen
sive operations against the French, they will have

The Allied defenders don't have much of a
problem. They should place most of their force in
the north where the Germans are most likely to
strike initially and where the Germans are sure to
strike eventually. Remember that most of the
point-yielding squares and cities are in the northern
half of the board. Some forces should be placed in
the Verdun-Nancy-Toul area both to protect the
economic squares therein and to protect the Allied
flank from the sou tho

There are a few tactical hints of which I would
like to remind you before I conclude. I) Always
try to cut off your enemy's retreat route when
attacking. This will usually result in his loss of an
additional step. 2) Avoid attacking frontally.
Remember that your primary aim is to push the

enemy back, not destroy him. You should attempt
to turn the enemy line by striking at his flank. This
will also help make it possible to get behind the
enemy line and cut off his escape. 3) Arrange your
attacking forces so that you are able to hit the
enemy in waves. Keep the pressure on him. 4) Try
to move weakened units to rear areas as soon as
possible so that they can start receiving replace
ments.

I hope that my analysis of 1914 and my
suggestions will help improve your winning capaci
ty in this game regardless of which side you take.
Good luck!

Alan Augenbraun
1755 Ocean Parkway C5
Brooklyn, New York 11223
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Plan of the Month

Festung Italia
by Geoff K. Burkman

Perhaps the single most important facet of a
successful German defense in Anzio is the fortress
line. Forming an impenetrable wall across the
path of the advancing Allies, a well-built line will
hold until hell freezes over (which it regularly
does during air strikes and often during inva
sions). At any rate, it is a basic truth that the
fortress lines are the key to German victory in
the Italian campaign.

The vast majority of Amio games are divided
into three time/campaign segments: Phase [ 
invasion to Ist air strike, Phase Jl - Ist air strike
to Sept., 1944, Phase !II - Sept., 1944 to game's
end.

Cassino or Rome?

Phase I of your defense is the most variable
situation in the game; it depends entirely on
exactly where the Allies make their initial inva
sion. Should they land at Salerno, you will have
an easy time of it constructing a Cassino Line
(K51-M49-047-Q46-S44-V21). This defense is per
haps the best available on the entire board; no
wonder the Germans used it. It requires a mere
six forts, leaving seven to begin your next line
well in advance, and has only two really critical
points. Both of these are easily shored up with
the plentitude of reserves the Germans will
possess using this line. One hinges at Fonnia,
where the Allies can pull a sneak retreat behind
your lines. This is prevented by garrisoning [5 I,
which, by the way, supported by a unit on H5 I,
presents a hardy defense of the Terracina
beaches. The other trouble spot is the fort on
047. Since this square is completely boxed in by
High Appenines, it is difficult to put additional
units into the fort without waiting a move. This
could be disastrous should the Allies attack in
force and win, leaving you to counterattack with
weakened troops. It is therefore imperative that
you keep a reserve of at least a division directly
behind the fort (on 046, to be exact). As the
saying goes, "it's better to be safe than sorry," so
follow this advice even if I SS is in that fort. Of
course, the defense of the immediate flanks of
the fort line against commando raids and/or
invasions is a foregone conclusion. When it comes
to crushing fort lines, invasions rank second only
to air strikes.

Most mildly daring Allied commanders will,
however, invade further up the Italian coast,
almost always at Naples or Termoli, but often at
Pescara or Mondragone. Such assaults will invari
ably threaten any plans for a Cassino Line, if not
render them useless entirely. The German must,
therefore, prepare to make his first big stand
further north. This is accomplished through the
construction of a Rome Line
(E44,H42-K40-N38-Q36-T34-V34). Like its south-

ern cousin, it utilizes a minimum of forts,
allowing ample preparation of the next line. It
has only one point of weakness and requires the
garrison of only one beach (although it is a bit of
a long one). Its only big disadvantage is, in fact,
that it surrenders a great deal of Italy to the
Allies, including many useful ports. But for many
games, it will have to do, and it usually does it
well. A quick glance reveals the solitary weakness
of the line; the fort near Rieti. The situation here
is similar to the one in the Cassino Line, with· the
exception that it occurs only when the Allies
attack from and successfully hold Rieti itself. It
is thus the best of ideas to position some reserves
on N37 and to place mountain troops in the fort
(the latter is also suggested, perhaps more so, for
the fort on Q36). The beaches from Civitavecchia
on south must be well-held to prevent the
flanking of your line, but happily the east coast
need not be guarded at all; there is no invasion
spot, and commando raids can't quite make it
from the Pescara beach. Count it and see.

One more situation deserves comment. Once in
a blue moon or two, you'll face an opponent
who will make his first invasion at Rome,
Civitavecchia, or even Livorno. Where will your
fort line go? Probably nowhere! I'm betting on
the Germans successfully crushing any invasion
north of Terracina or Pescara within a few
months, which means that you won't even need a
fort line. Even if you fail, you can usually get up
a line along the Fiume Arno that will hold. At
any rate, don't let it worry you. Few Allied
players will risk their game on a long-shot
invasion, and the ones that do often aren't the
best of players. They're too greedy.

General suggestions for Phase I -

a) Build your fort line from the coast inwards,
since the flanks are the easiest areas for the
Allies to penetrate.

b) Whatever your line, conserve forts. Make it
short and sweet.

c) Always be on the lookout for flanking
invasions.

d) Do everything in your power to crush the
second invasion before the air strike comes.
Doing this will win the game then and there
for you many a time.

Interim (Phase II)

Whatever your first fortress line is, the odds
are that it will be broken by the Allied air strike,
if not already crushed by the second invasion.
Your forces will be crippled, harassed constantly,
and retreating continuously. Only an extremely
tenacious German will be able to halt the advance
of the Allies in the spring and early summer of
1944.

During this hectic period of the campaign, the

German has only two real 0 bjectives. The first is
to withdraw his forces quickly and safely to the
second MLR; every unit lost along the way is bad
news for the Germans. Only the destruction of a
large segment of the Allied forces would result in
an equal trade. The second concern of the
German is to insure that there will be a fort line
ready for occupation when he arrives! Should the
line be incomplete, a very hard defensive war
must be waged to hold until it is finished. At the
same time, strong measures should be taken to
prevent punitive commando raids or full-fledged
invasions up near the new line.

At any rate, by September of 1944 your
defenses should be well established. You will be
prepared for the winter withdrawals ahead of
you, and ready for the final Allied air strike.
Victory is most likely yours if you haven't lost
by now.

Not One Millimeter

The last phase of your defense, Phase !I[, can
be the easiest to endure, yet it is the most crucial
of the entire game. Nearly all Anzio games are
tight, down-to-the-wire contests resolved at last
by the second air strike (almost always in favor
of the Germans).

Roughly speaking, you have two options for
your second fort line. Both will enable you to
defend all of Northern Italy. Each line requires a
relatively small number of forts, so that comple
tion of either line during Phase II should be
rapidly accomplished. The Firenze Line
(E22-G22-[22-K22-M22-P21-R21-U20) is the
weaker of the two, since it must be protected on
two sides from sea attack. On the other hand, it
puts another 35-mile wide strip of Italy in
German hands, possibly the margin of your
victory or defeat. The Gothic Line
(F2I-! 19-K I 8-M 18-018-RI7-TI7-V 17) offers
slightly stronger positions and a left flank which
needs coverage only against commandos. [n my
judgement it is the better of the two, since it can
more easily be evacuated during the Allied aerial
blitzkrieg.

The existence of one of these two lines is
essential to assuring victory in your campaign.
Holding the entrances to North Italy will permit
the unhindered construction of a Vicenza Line
(V5-V7-V8-W8-Y8). Such a line will prevent the
Allied from capturing your last basion of Nazi
dom, Vicenza. They will be unable to fulfill their
victory conditions and you will win.

On various occasions, you will be unable to
complete a Gothic-type line in time. No sweat.
As soon as you see that you'll never get your
intended line up, abandon work on it and
commence the construction of an emergency line
(S6-S8-T8- UJO-UI2-UI3-WI4). Its main draw
back is that with a little luck, the Allies will be
able to surround units on the front near Ostiglia
or Ferrara and second combat their way to your
Vicenza Line. But it will take luck.

General suggestions for Phase III -

a) It is essential that you keep North Italy
clear of Allies. Guard all beaches, notably
Genoa, extremely well.

b) Conserve troops. You'll need 'em all.

c) Don't worry about partisans. They are sim
ply a necessary evil you can't do too much
about.

Goeff K. Burkman
715 Myrtle Avenue
Terrace Park, Ohio 45174
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With [his issue we begin a series of arlicles
reprin[ed from OU[ of [he pas[. Ar[icles selected
for [his series are [hose vo[ed "most ou[s[anding"
by readers of [he periodicals in which [hey
appeared. Our firs[ Golden Pen award goes [0

Don Lowry for "Exploiting the Initialive in
Bulge," reprinted here by permission from 1970
The International Wargamer, Vol. 3, Nos. 2 &3.

Among the nine principles of war recognized
by the U.S. Army, is one called the Offensive.
This is defined as follows: "Seize, retain, and
exploit the initiative." In BULGE the very nature
of the game delivers the initiative to the 'German'
player on a silver platter. Retaining it is absolute
ly essential. Exploiting it? Well now, that's what
it's all about.

The exploit to the maximum the advantage
which the initiative gives us, we must call on two
other principles of war: Mass and Maneuver. The
latter is self-explanatory, and the former merely
means "to achieve military superiority at the
decisive place and time." But exactly how does
this apply to BULGE?

Well, let's review the obvious. Our objective is
to reach the Meuse River in considerable force
while maintaining at least one supply route
leading back to the eastern edge of the board.
Secondary objectives are St. Vith, Bastogne, and
Spa, whose possession would lessen the amount
of force that must cross the Meuse. Our op
ponent is aware of our objectives, of course, and
will try to block every road west. And there is
our answer: our opponent must defend all roads
leading west, while we can take our pick of
which ones to advance on at any given time.

For example: Many 'German' players evidently
make the mistake of concentrating so much force
on their attempt to take Bastogne, that they
virtually neglect all other routes. I say "mistake"
because this allows the defender to ignore the
other routes and concentrate almost all of his
forces around Bastogne also. But by attacking
along other routes first, we would draw defending
units away from Bastogne. Then a sudden switch
of forces into the Bastogne front would meet
fewer defenders - for one turn at least. Thus it is
by maneuver that we are able to "achieve
military superiority at the decisive place and
time" - mass.

As long as we have the initiative, our opponent
is reduced to merely reacting to our moves. If we

Bulge

concentrate in the south he must do likewise; if
we concentrate in the north he must match that.
But, he is always one move behind us. We
concentrate first - or, as Forrest put it, "Get
there first with the most men." To continue a
head-on attack against the main concentration of
the enemy's power is foolish if there are other
routes less heavily defended which lead toward
our objective therefore, you must be prepared to
switch your forces back and forth almost con
tinuously in order to achieve a local superiority
of force in decisive proportions. In other words,
"Hit 'em where they ain't."

Your ability to do this will depend primarily
upon your lateral lines of communication. That
is, the roads connecting the various routes west.
You must keep these connecting, or lateral,
routes as short as possible and free of enemy
zones of control. When the game begins, we do
not control the road connecting our forces north
of St. Vith with those south of it, and it must be
our number-one objective to clear that road and
thereby gain freedom to maneuver on a board
wide scale. We must also constantly be on the
lookout for a way to lengthen our opponent's
lateral communications and thus reduce his
ability to switch forces back and forth to match
our own maneuvering. This ability to employ
forces against the enemy faster than he can
counter our moves creates a situation called
"interior lines" (so-called because it usually, but
not necessarily, results from a central position
with respect to the enemy). This situation, in
conjunction with the initiative and superior
forces, should prove decisive.

Getting off to a good start is essential. Since
each move will influence all those that follow it,
the first move is obviously the most important
one of the game. Aggressive use of the Sixth
Panzer Army (northern group) and part of the
Fifth (central group) in the area from St. Yith
north, will mean that few American units can be
spared to go south to the Bastogne front. An
army-sized push south and west from the
Vianden-Diekirch area toward Martelange will
have the same results on that end of the board
while increasing the number of approaches to
Bastogne he has to defend. (Forces operating on
this axis also represent the ability to advance on
Wiltz from the southeast.) A corps-size push
along the Clervaux-Bastogne axis will still gain
ground, and it will force the coverage of all the
middle routes.
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Eventually, of course, the capture of Bastogne
is absolutely essential, but an indirect approach
will find it more lightly defended then if we
attempt the obvious. By the time you've taken
St. Yith and have a clear road between the
northern and central sectors, you should have
attracted considerable American forces to the
defense of the Malmedy-Werbomon and St.
Yith-La Roche roads. You can then switch large
forces toward a thinly-defended central sector 
perhaps in the area of Houffalize. Also, by this
time, your southern drive should be nearing
Martelange, and the 'American' player finds him
self defending a long semicircle around Bastogne
with very few units. If he also switches several
units southward from the northern area, you
might find it profitable to bring one or both of
the second two SS divisions in on the northern
front to draw some of them northward again.
This accomplished, the SS divisions can also
switch to the central front.

So our strategy is to move aggresively in the
north and the extreme south (so as the draw
defenders to these areas) while clearing the St.
Yith-Clervaux road. Then, we suddenly shift our
power to the center and drive on Bastogne.

An Initial Tactical Setup

Presented here is the northern half of an initial
tactical set-up and the rationale behind it, that
will get us started on fulfilling our strategy. I will
assume all rules are used except one-way traffic.
The southern half will be covered in Part Ill.

Most people usually think of tactical surprise
in terms of the open-mouthed astonishment of
the enemy soldiers. But it is only necessary to
surprise the COMMANDER, not the troops. In
fact, an attack the enemy has seen coming for
hours, or even days, can be a surprise. The
necessary ingredient of a' tactical or strategic
surprise is to "Accomplish your purpose before
the enemy can effectively react.'.' Thus, no matter
how much warning the enemy is given, if we can
seize our objective before our enemy can react
with effective countermeasures, we have achieved
surprise. I will attempt to apply this principle to
our first objective.

I said, in Part l, that our ability to switch our
forces back and forth would depend on our
lateral lines of communication and that, there
fore, it must be our number-one objective to
clear the road through St. Vith for our own use.
The enemy also knows the importance of St.
Yith and will move to protect it. So we must
seize it before it can be reinforced. We do this by
eliminating, or blocking out, all units that might
move to reinforce the St. Yith area. The
accompanying diagram shows the forces in the
northern area disposed so as to have a good
chance to accomplish this and also various
secondary objectives.

At the northern extreme of the board is the
largest American concentration of power, the 2nd
and 99th infantry divisions. These two divisions
are, in fact, so far north as to be unable to
interfere with our westward movement from
where they are. Wouldn't it be nice then, to keep
them where they are? This would not only keep
them out of the defenses of St. Yith, but out of
our way altogether. There is no move that will
guarantee such results, but the set-up shown
WI LL offer fair odds. The first attack, by the 9th
SS Div., does guarantee, however, that at least
the 2nd Div. will be cut off. This is so important
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on the Tilly road. Over at Nivelles maintain the
minimum of troops. A reserve at W-31 is usually
sufficient until reinforcements arrive from Braine
Le Comte at 11 am/16th.

Part fI is Hosler's sequel to his Jan-Feb 71
article, "A Shocking French VictOlY," which
appeared as the Plan of the Month.

On infrequent, but somewhat catastrophic
occasions the PAA will lose to the French. The
fault almost invariably lies in the PAA strategy.
Of course, the French may have a lucky game to
top this off. To avoid such a humiliating exper
ience the PAA must follow the following plan I
have laid out.

A. SET UP
Situate the Prussian Army within reach of the

Quatres Bras ridges (i.e. BB-20, Z-24, etc.). Put a
small outpost of twelve factors around CC-17. If
the French places all the cavalry at Fleurus, be
sure to have a 4-4 on DD-13. A 1-6 must be

that I violate here one of my standard operating
procedures (I try to avoid attacking at odds that
migh t result in an exchange unless there are
enough infantry factors involved to absorb any
losses). At 6-1 odds we're guaranteed an advance
of 1 square. So we drive the defender northward
along the road, and even if it turns south at
Monschau it cannot get past our advanced units'
zone of control.

The second attack is on the 14th Cav. Gp.
using the 1st SS Div. and six Volksgrenadier
regiments, at 4-1 odds. Since the 14th Cav. is
surrounded in such a way that it can not move
out and counter-attack because the odds would
be greater than six to one - and since at 4-1
there is no chance of "A back" - this guarantees
that the 14th Cav. cannot move to the St. Vith
area to get in our way there. It also offers very
good odds (80% PEM, 83-1/3% FTF) of eliminat
ing the enemy's most mobile unit right here. Do
NOT advance the 1st SS Div. (for reasons given
later).

The third attack is a soak-off against the
99/361 at 1-2 odds. Here we want anything but
"D back 1" (a 20% chance PBM, 16.67% FTF)
which would put it in a position to move down
the road through Malmedy into our path. And,
the fourth attack (see rule No. 8 under "Rough
Terrain") is a I-I against the rest of the 99th
Div. in the hope of getting a "Contact" or
"Engaged" (50% chance either way) "D back"
would put these two regiments where they can
move south through Malmedy, and "A back"
would leave the road through Elsenborn open.

The overall odds, then, of blocking out these
two divisions are as follows: Chance of blocking
all six regiments: 40% PBM 41.65% FTF; chance
of blocking all but one regiment; 50% PBM or
FTF; chance of blocking all but two regiments;
80% PBM, 83.3% FTF; chance of blocking all but
three: 100% PBM or FTF. The important thing
to consider here is the 50% chance of blocking all
but one regmt. This is because it will take at least
three American units to adequately defend the
St. Vith area. Why? Because the two regiments of

placed on EE-23. Put a 4-4 on U-26 as a reserve.
Commit it to T-23 if the French make advances
down Tilly road. Make sure a couple of Prussian
cavalry units are within reach of Tilly road as
they will be needed if the French push there.

B. FIRST STAGE 7am/16-3pm/16
The average French player will attempt to split

your army by sending a detachment to Nivelles
and the rest to the east of Quatre Bras. Oddly
enough this is what you want. Plan your reaction
ary moves accordingly. Place four 6-4's and a 8-4
behind the Quatre Bras ridges. The 8-4 goes on
AA-27. This strong line makes a French attack
very risky. Don't make a stand on the Tilly
Quatre road, but use delaying tactics with your
l-6's. As the French approach Tilly you will be
forced to split your army. It's advisable for 10-15
factors, composed of at least one 1-6, to fall back

the 1I 6th Panzer Div. at QQ-17 will be in a
position to outflank any two-unit defense.

The fifth attack is a 5-1 against the 106/422
with all retreat routes blocked. So any results
except "Contact" will eliminate the defender, and
even that will result in elimination unless the
retreat routes are opened by the sixth attack
ending with "A back". So we have these odds of
knocking off the 106/422, PBM 90%; FTF,
91.5%.

The sixth attack is at 1-2 against the 106/423
and is undertaken solely for the purpose of
blocking the retreat routes of the 106/422. The
423rd can't get to St. Vith because of the 1st SS
Div. on TT-Il and the rough terrain. No advance
should be made after eliminating the 422nd. A
German unit on TT-14 would give the 423rd a
chance to attack, with any "A Back" results
putting it on the road to St. Vith.

So, we have definitely blocked out the
106/422, 106/423, 14th Cav. Gp., and the entire
2nd Div. with a good chance of blocking all or
most of the 99th. The two panzer Regimen ts at
QQ-17 threaten to cutflank the St. Vith defense,
and the 116/406 is in position to block any
reinforcements coming from the south. Thus,
with a little luck, we'll have our surprise 
accomplishing our purpose "before the enemy
effectively can react." Then on the second turn
the forces that attacked the 106/422 should
advance and repeat the performance on the
I 06/423. If at all possible, move 2 or 3 regmts.
to PP-l 1 to block the road to Malmedy, while
keeping the Elsenborn-St. Vith road blocked. And
above all, clear the road through St. Vith.

If our luck is bad, there's still the south. I've
got another "surprise" brewing down there, and
the odds are very good of getting either one or
the other. It's all in Part II.

Part Jl will appear in the next issue. Mean
while, why not visit Don either in person or via
mail - he is proprietor of a new hobby shop
delioted almost exclusively to the sale of military
models and related materials: Lowry's, P. O. Box
1123, Evansl'ille, Indiana 47713.

C. MIDDLE STAGE 3pm/16-11am/17
By the 3pm move the French player will be at

his desired position and most likely attacking. At
this point the French strategy will be revealed.
The only case in which the following moves
could not occur is if the French took their whole
army down the Tilly road which rarely happens.
Most French players head for Quatre Bras. The
PAA can counter this attack by making the best
use of the Quatre Bras-Nivelles road. Place a
strategic reserve on W-31, W-32, and V-33. From
here they may strike out at Quatre Bras or
Nivelles. You can be sure the French will drive
through Y-23, z-n, and AA-23. But here is
where the PAA will be waiting. Violent counter
attacks must be made by the PAA. The French
can only bring units up on three hexes. The
Quatre Bras ridge units are to be used for
counterattacks.

If the French try to penetrate the forests their
hopes are nil!. The PAA should allow the enemy
to advance to the fringe, then attack. This way a
Back-2 will be D-elim. since they are forced to
retreat through a forest square.

On the Nivelles front reinforcements and lack
of good terrain will delay the French. A superb
defense can be held on squares X-36, X-39, and
Y-35. The French are limited to two squares for
attack whereas the PAA can counterattack in
three or more squares.

After about four turns of this the PAA will be
forced to withdraw to the Genappe. The casual
ties at this point should be heavy for both sides.
Plan the retreat ahead of time and be sure each
unit has a place to defend.

D. LATE STAGES Ipm/17-5pm/17
The Genappe river and ridges to the east

provide a temp orary defense line for the PAA.
The defense should expose as few units as
possible. Make sure they have a clear retreat
route as well as time to carry one out. The
Genappe line is not meant to be held for a long
period of time. It's just a convenient place to
retreat to after the Quatre Bras - Nivelles battle.
On the 5pm turn the last retrea t should take
place-to Waterloo.

E. FINAL STAGES 5pm/l7-end
As the French advance toward Mt. Saint Jean

they will lose a turn to movement. This gives the
PAA a chance to set up a defense. The L row
36-40 ought to be the first line of defense. Try
to have all the big units in the line. If you have
an excess of 1-6's place them on each flank with
a strong center line, otherwise keep the flanks
strong. At this point the only answer to victory is
ATTACK" Fight for every foot of terrain and
watch those flanks! Use the terrain to your
advantage, especially rivers. After 5 or 6 turns the
Prussian IV corps, from Wavre, will relieve the
east flank. Victory will now only be a few more
Vive La Fran~e screams away.

Raymond Hosler
Green Hall D-2l7
Ft. Collins,' Colorado 80521
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Simulating the Art of War
Part II - by J. E. Pournelle, Ph.D.

I)

In Part I, Jan-Feb 71, Professor PoU/neUe
pointed out that one way to simulate the art of
war is through abstracting certain principles, then
setting up the rules so that failure to heed the
principles is punished. He then examined surprise
and uncertainty, and outlined rules which incor
porated them into play. In Part n, PourneUe
examines other principles of war and their appli
cation to the design of an advanced version of
Afrika Korps.

The Principle of Pursuit
Pursuit is not one of the nine "official"

principles of war recognized by the US Army;
but Napoleon and many other Great Captains
have called it the key to victory. In real warfare,
the enemy does not usually suffer his greatest
casualties in battle, but in pursuit. It is when men
break and run that they are killed or captured. In
fact, in most decisive battles throughout history
the loser has at the moment of decision held as
much or more strength than the victor. It was
later, during the pursuit, that his army was
destroyed. On the other hand, many battles that
might have been decisive were not, because the
victor either would not or could not pursue. For
example: at Arbela, Darius held far more strength
than Alexander, yet the Macedonian losses were
almost trivial in comparison with Persian casual
ties - nearly all of them sustained after their
formations broke and them ran. Alexander
pressed the pursuit relentlessly, driving his men
with curses and threats, because he knew that if
the enemy ever regrouped he might not be able
to win again. On the other hand, King Pyrrhus
(circa 280 BC) twice defeated the Romans, at
Heraclea and at Asculum, but each time took
such losses that there could be no pursuit. As a
result Rome held and eventually dominated the
world. Asculum, by the way, is the place where
Pyrrhus, congratulated on his victory, said "if the
gods are' pleased to grant me such another, 1 am
undone." It was the original Pyrrhus victory.

Now Avalon-Hill games have pursuit built into
the CRT, in a sense. That is, it takes overwhelm
ing superiority to achieve victory; and that
victory is usually far more decisive than ever is
the case in the real world. Thus, "D elim." must
assume pursuit of some kind, otherwise the
enemy wouldn't be eliminated at all. On the
other hand, there is no provision for actual
on-the-board pursuit, and the resulting fruits of
victory. Look, for example, at Afrika Korps.
Rommel was a past master at the art of pursuit.
He drove DAK forward after every victory,
relentlessly pressing the defeated 8th Army units,
trying to bag them, and, incidentally, capturing
guns and tanks by the hundreds.

A second source of unrealism in Afrika Korps
is the confusion of strategy and tactics that is
inherent in the move-by-move nature of the
game. That is: you cannot exploit an enemy
strategic weakness unless he has also made a grave
tactical mistake; and in fact tactical mistakes are
the crucial errors of the game. This is not itself

unrealistic, as it was German tactical superiority
ihat allowed Rommel the successes he had.

However, in the real world these tactical victories
could be exploited in ways not really allowed in
the game. (And, of course, the real world allowed
strategic errors, such as Rommel's dash to the
wire.)

The war in Africa consisted of rapid move
ments across long rages, usually not followed by
battles because DAK ran out of gas; and much
shorter range but more intense battles lasting
sometimes for days. The game tends to reverse
reality. That is, in the real world, German units
were outside Tobruch with 3rd recce, plus ele
ments of Italian Ariete and Brescia, by April I 1,
only nine days out of Agedabia. In the game, no
units can get to Tobruch, even unopposed, in less
than a full month. On the other hand, in the real
world the Gazala battles including the Cauldron
crisis, lasted from 26 May to 15 June, a total of
two full weeks and a little bit; during this time,
units moved rapidly, vast operations were carried
out, entire armies were engaged, multiple battles
took place, and the British lost control of the
whole area around Tobruch. In the game two
weeks is only one move by each side, surely too
little playing time to accomplish such decisive
results.

Following Gazala and the Cauldron, there were
five more days of battles in the ridges, then the
capture of Tobruch. By the first of July, Afrika
Korps was engaged at Alamein, having fought
battles at Mersa Matruh. Incidentally, most Ger
man analysts - and I agree - think that
Rommel's pursuit of Eighth Army was too
vigorous this time. His forces simply weren't up
to it. Had he waited to regroup, repair some of
his armor and incorporate captured armor into
his force, the final outcome would probably have
been different. But the point for our article is
that under the rules of the game, none of this is
even possible. There can be no complicated series
of battles lasting over several "days" with action
reaction; such battles take months of game time
and bring the British reinforcements inevitable
nearer. Secondly, there can be no dash for the
wire, no all-out pursuit across the desert, no
charge to el Alamein and repulse at Ruwasait, no
loss of precisely 18 tanks (out of only 55) to
18th Indian Brigade with the result that the
campaign was lost.

Attempts to change this situation usually result
in play-balance upsets, and for that matter in loss
of realism. In the desert world, dashes like that
cost heavily, although normal movement down
the road was not particularly punishing. I think I
have come upon a solution to the strategic
movement problem for Aji'ika Korps; the rule
may be applicable to other games as well.

Movement Rule for Advance Afrika Korps

I. Units may trade combat factors for move
ment factors at the rate of four movement
squares for each combat factor. This represents
equipment losses, fatigue of the men, etc. The
reduced combat effectiveness lasts until it is next
the turn of the player who chooses this option.
That is, the unit must attack at reduced effective
ness, and suffer enemy attacks on it at the
reduced effectiveness for our turn; it is restored
at beginning of player's next turn.

2. The road bonus for units which begin their
turn on the road and do not subsequently leave
the road is 30 squares. The road movement bonus
for units not beginning their turn on the road is
10 squares. The bonus for units which do not
possess the road is 10 squares.

Discussion

The two rules bring the game much closer to
reality. Rule I requires that we use a roster
system for Afi'ika Korps, and particularly for
German units; but this is no bad thing. One of
the problems of AK is those big German 7-7-10
units which cannot be risked because if one is
lost so is the game. A roster system allows us to
red uce them without eliminating them, makes
attacks more feasible, and livens up the game
quite a bit. We should in fact exploit the
possibilities inherent in this device. After all,
there aren't that many units to keep track of.

The road bonus is still small. It could be
argued that a 40 or even 50 square bonus would
be more realistic; after all, 600 miles in a week is
not blinding speed. At least under this rule 15th
Div. can take part in May assaults on Tobruch;
unfortunately, the effect of the two rules is to
make it nearly certain that Tobruch will fall.
Therefore, we add an ad hoc rule to keep the
game playable:

3. Infantry units in Tobruch have their defen
sive combat factors TRIPLED. Armored units
receive only 3/2 as much strength. Armored
infantry lS doubled.

When we examine this ad hoc rule, we see that
it makes a lot of sense. Infantry are much better
employed defending a fortress than armor, which,
immobilized, doesn't gain so much effectiveness
from fortifications and mine fields. Also this
forces the British player to use his armor out in
the open, which is an additional realism.

We need another explanation though: posses
sion of a road. You possess a road if one of your
combat units has already moved along it and no
enemy combat unit has subsequently moved
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along it. Thus the opening move road bonus for
the German player is only 10 squares. This is
quite realistic; you don't go charging down a road
when you expect combat quite the way you do
when the road is yours and you're only ferrying
the stuff along.

We've eliminated some of the unrealities of the
movements in AK, but we haven't even touched
the problem of pursuit which we started with.
nor have we solved the problem of how to have
long battles that don't take up a lot of playing
time. At least we now can have some long range
strategic movements, although the historical situa
tion still cannot happen in the game.

Combat Rules for Advance Afrika Korps

I must confess I am not satisfied with the
following. Unfortunately I haven't anything better.
Let us begin by designating the player whose
move it is as "A" for attacker (although at times
in the sequence that follows he will defend.) His
opponent is D.

4. Before a player moves, he may declare that
he intends to make extended attacks on this
move. He then proceeds to move in the usual
manner, and combats, if any, are resolved. Every
victorious unit - those of either A or D - may
advance one square, provided that the square is
empty of enemy units. Survivors of any exchange
are victorious for the purposes of this rule.
Retreating units are turned upside down, and
may not be moved during extended combat. This
applies to both A and D units.

4.1 All units taking part in combat during the
engagement are reduced by one combat factor,
except that no unit may be reduced to less than
one combat factor.

4.2 D may now move his units as follows:
Armor, armored infantry, and motorized units: 2
squares. Recce units, 3 squares. All others, I
square. This movement factor is doubled for units
on roads, but it requires one full factor to enter
and/or leave roads. D may make attacks if he so
chooses. He may not enter an enemy zone of

control without attacking. D units in A unit
zones of control at the beginning of this move
ment-phase need not attack, but if they do
choose to attack the usual requirements for
attacks apply.

4.3 The new attacks are now resolved. All.
units participating in combat in this phase are
reduced by one combat factor, except that no
unit may be reduced below one combat factor.
Retreating units turned over as before.

4.4 A now moves his forces the number of
squares described in 4.2. Combats are resolved.
All victorious units may move one square. If this
results in further combat opportunities. A may
choose to attack or not at his option.

4.5 Every A unit engaging in extended com
bat remains reduced in combat effectiveness by
one factor, during D's turn. Every D unit forced
to retreat during combat moves at 1/2 movement
factor, and fights afcombat effectiveness reduced
by one factor ex'cept that no unit has a combat
factor of less than one.

4.6 DURING THE EXTENDED COMBAT
every unit forced to retreat has its combat
effectiveness reduced by one factor in addition to
the one factor subtracted for engaging in combat.
This applies so long as the unit is upside down.
Units may be reduced to zero effectiveness, in
which case they are eliminated if attacked. Such
units may be reinforced, but not moved. Upside
down units are turned over at the end of a
player's turn.

Hidden Movement Rule for
Advance Afrika Korps

5. The German player is provided with three
numbered counter called "markers" and three
envelopes. Up to three units may be concealed in
the envelope corresponding to each counter. The
markers remain on the board, and the hidden
units are considered to be on the square with the
marker corresponding to the envelope containing
the units.

5.1 The British player is provided with two
such markers, and may conceal up to two units
for each marker.

5.3 Players must reveal which units are con
cealed with a marker if any enemy units places
the concealed unit marker in its zone of control.
Markers are automatically eliminated when placed
in enemy ZOC, but are re-created at player's
home base. When marker represent nothing, it
moves as a supply unit would move; when it
represent units, it moves as the slowest unit in its
stack.

Isolation Rule

6. If an enemy unit is isolated at the begin
ning of a player's turn, that enemy unit is
eliminated at the end of the player's turn. (I.E.,
if [ surfound an enemy unit, he has only the next
turn to escape; otherwise the unit is eliminated
at the end of my next turn.)

Discussion

The extended battle rule makes some sense
without the hidden unit rule, but not a great
deal. With the hidden unit rule, however, a player
may bring his forces up for an attack, keeping
some units concealed. The defender reacts, the
player attacks, bringing out his strength - and
incidentally being able to employ, at reduced
strength, forces used in a previous automatic
victory. He is able to pursue his enemy, and turn
a victory into something very large.
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Given skillful players, this set of rules does not

destroy the play-balance of Afrika Korps. It does
change the game quite a bit. For one thing, the
British player now finds himself forced to use
much the same tactics that were actually used in
North Africa. On the other hand, changing the
isolation rule makes things more realistic in that a
week unsupplied is enough, and now no one will
go charging off to the other player's home base
without protecting his lines.

There are a lot of other methods for providing
realism in Afrika Korps, and in a future article I
will try to discuss a Tournament version of that
game. The above is an attempt - a clumsy one,
I'm afraid - to introduce the principles of
mobility and pursuit into the game of AK. If
anyone wonders why [ give the Germans more
powers of concealment than British, I refer them
to the campaign, by the way. German air recon
naissance and radio security were both better
than 8th Army's, with the consequence that DAK
usually knew where the British were, while 8th
Army was lucky to know the location of DAK
within a hundred miles.

The AK campaign is in many ways a beautiful
illustration of the principle that you can't simu
late a real campaign in a playable game. There
were just too many factors at work over there,
and each rule change usually requires a set of ad
hoc rules to keep the whole mess playable. To
top it all off, some of the most important factors
are so intangible as to be impossible to assess. For
example: one reason the Luftwaffe was so much
more effective than the RAF in the desert was
the aircraft designs. Another, and possibly even
more important reason was that the Chief of the
German Aviation Medicine program for DAK put
umbrellas and cooling air bottles out on the flight
line so that German pilots on ready alert status
were cool when they took off. They fough t British
pilots who had been flying for over an hour in
the desert heat. When the Germans attack British
bases, the British pilots on alert were already
overhea ted. .. Now how do you assess the
effects of something like that? I happen to know
Dr. KJK Buettner, who was in charge of Aviation
Medicine for the Luftwaffe, and he things the
effect of those umbrellas and air bottles was
more decisive than the differences in aircraft ...

Conclusion

This started as a discussion of pursuit, and did
in fact touch on some of the principles of
pursuit. The important discovery is that when we
want to incorporate pursuit into the rules we find
it gets pretty complex. Further, we see that
something like pursuit is already built into the
AH CRT or we couldn't get the results the CRT
gives us. We may conclude that Avalon Hill has
to some extent chosen (probably not deliber
ately) to eliminate pursuit as a factor in their
games, by incorporating it automatically into the
combat results table. If we want to have games in
which ignoring the principle of pursuit costs you
the game, we will have to adjust the CRT
accord}ngly. When you do that, you find yourself
Inevitably thrust toward the roster system, result
ing in a lot of bookkeeping, longer games, and
probably less fun. I would welcome suggestions
on how to escape that dilemma.

Prf. J. E. Pournelle
12051 Laurel Terrace
Studio City, California 91604



transport.
R/182: 2-00-5
R/183: 2-00-5
R/141: 2-CC-IO
R/142: 2-00-9
R/143: 2-00-9
R/144: 2-CC-7
R/145: 2-EE-6
R/146: 2-EE-6
R/147: 2-EE-2
R/148: 2-EE-2
R/84: 2-X-7
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Vyazma

Russian
Emphasis on

Close Assault

Tactics
by Bill Freeman

PanzerBlitz Situation No.3, "The Battle of
Vyazma" is an excellent introductory game to
this "series" of games and demonstrates many, if
not all, the facets of tactical warfare. Belieing its
title, PanzerBlitz, this situation can effectively
show the inevitable superiority of properly pre
pared infantry over panzers in tight combat.
Additionally, this game demonstrates and fore
shadows many of the problems and Russian

( ): denotes units under
Mines: 2-00-10

2-GG-2
2-GG-3

Xs: 2-GG-5
2-GG-6
2-EE-8
2-GG-I

(R/l61 + R/411): 2-Z-9
(R/l62 + R/421): 2-V-6
R/l81: 2-00-6

Although not perfect; this deployment will meet
all of the above needs superbly.

Intentions: The German mobility is reduced to
a snail crawl. Antitank units are generally pro
tected from long range fire, all other units are
poised to counterattack wherever the German
attempts to run the obstacles (excluding wagons,
of course.) The three German infantry platoons
are of little consequence except as woods piercing
and spotting units. The Guards and antitank units
can be quickly moved to counter-attack any
major assault, in conjunction with main-line units.
The German will most likely attempt to either
weaken or force a withdrawal of Russian infantry
units from the woods and obstacles with anti
tank, H. and M. fire, before the major assault.
Panzer units will likewise attempt to fire at
"range" on spotted units, to aid in this with
drawal. The minefields will most likely be
avoided.

solutions that the Germans would later face
before Leningrad, the Moscow outskirts, Stalin
grad (disastrously), and Kursk (fatally).

For the Russian, the game can be broken into
three parts before the German even enters com
bat: I) intelligence; 2) terrain; and 3) intentions.
Without the optional "Hidden Deployment" and
because of the situation's "Orders of Battle,"
both sides possess a first-rate intelligence of the
other's strength. This is of primary importance to
the Russian player: he deploys first. As in J914,
and to a lesser ex ten t, in Stalingrad, the game
begins and can end here.

Intelligence: a. The German units are com
pletely know; ranges and strengths. b. Reduced
range and firepower of PzKpfw III over PzKpfw
IV. c. Lack of significant Russian mobility and
transport. d. Need to prevent overruns due to
German mobility. e. Need to engage German with
CAT due to Russian immobility and a lack of
strong artillery support. f. Russian superiority in
infantry. g. Need to hold at all costs, a "crust"
situation, due to Russian immobility during a
retreat (rout). h. Need for sited antitank, howit
zer (H.) and mortar (M.) areas. i. Need to reduce
German hilltop fire of German antitank, H. and
M. units.

Terrain: Necessity for "close" terrain to mini
mize German mobility, overruns, and enable
Russian CATs. Area 1-Y to l-CC would be ideal
under these circumstances, but this is unavailable
for blockages ("X"s) and mines. However, area
2-CC through 2-GG is quite similar. Consider a
Russian deployment as follows:

R/84: 2-X-5
(R/12 + R/416): 2-EE-I
R/61: 2-X-5
R/62: 2-X-7
(R/31 + R/422): 2-V-6
(R/32 + R/423): 2-V-6
R/412: 2-U-5
R/413: 2-BB-7
R/414: 2-CC-6
R/415: 2-CC-2
R/33: 2-CC-7

It is essential for the Russian to use the woods
and CAT to attack the German units stopped or
dispersed on top of mines or Xs. Exception to
overruns in 2-CC-9, should the Germans cross or
withdrawal to hills and next wood line. Antitank
units must be used at the last critical moment to
aid in the defeat of German units on the
obstacles. Even so, many will lost. Under no
circumstances should Russian units retreat across
clear terrain, overruns will quickly decimate
them. H. and M. units can be withdrawn to
Bednost should Panzers breakthrough to the rear.
Some protection by infantry would be ideal. In
any event, as long as a line is held intact with
units and/or fields of fire: the German loses.
Finally, unless I'm down on my Russian, the "y"
in "Ooroya" should be a "g" for "Ooroga" =

meaning "road."

Bill Freeman
4307 Durand Ave., Apt. 207
Racine, Wisconsin 53405
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Confessions

of a

Game-aholic
by Dave Slick

wi th the permission and
help of my wife

Those of you who enjoy a pleasant husband
wife wargame relationship as described in pre
vious issues of the GENERAL should count your
blessings, for the good will which the typical
wargamer's wife displays toward the typical war
game is seemingly not a universal quality on the
part of the former. My spouse, for example, is
not intrigued at all by the prospects of wargam
ing; and thus I feel that it is time I set the record
straight by presenting the "other side" of the
family-wargame story.

First, a little background information is needed
about the combatants so that you can better
appreciate the subtle aspects of the ensuing
marital war. Cindy and I were married in October
1969. Cindy is now 17 years of age; I am 19.
Cindy and I have a small baby girl and a similarly
sized income, earned solely by my part time job
and subsidized by my scholarships at A.S.U.,
where I am a full time student. I started
wargaming in 1965; between '65 and '69, I joined
many small wargaming clu bs and I had several
period of inactivity; however, in 1969 my war
gaming commitments and general level of war
gaming activity rose to unprecedented heights.

The final point of background which needs to be
made is that prior to our marriage, Cindy
promised me that she would "learn" at least
three wargames "soon after" our entrance into
the blissful marital state. Thus the stage is set for
the blow by blow description of the events which
led me to write this article.

The trouble began in June of 1970 and lasted
through the summer, the period of time in which
the only thing which matched the fury of the
intolerable Arizona sun was the fury of the
equally intolerable atmosphere which existed in
our home. If you've ever spent a summer in
southern Arizona you know what I mean. It is
easy to sum up my wife's feelings at the time by
using her own words: "I hate wargames, war
gamel'S, wargaming, war movies, gaming conven
tions, gaming magazines, gaming clubs", and so
on. Cindy made no attempt whatsoever to learn
how to play any of my "stupid games" as she
called them; and she made no attempt at being
pleasant with the few people who came to play
me in person. Cindy and I were at each other's
throats constantly with our petty bickering
worsening matters by the day. Our marital rela
tionship was suddenly perched on such a shaky
foundation that in a desperate attempt at com
promise I deliberately pulled a wargaming no-no
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by "throwing" some of my PBM contests (which
will probably cost me a tournament Stalingrad
title). However, this was not enough, and matters
worsened still. Finally, September came and the
changes effected by my change in daily routine
brought an end to the "war".

Now 'before the women's league of wargamer's
wives and fiancees comes crashing down on my
mailbox, allow me to examine the causes of those
events which included my schedule, the baby, my
occupation, and our ages.

Probably the main contributor to the crisis was
my daily schedule, which ran typically as follows:
one, 7:30 A.M. - go to work; two,S P.M. return
from work, shower; three, 5:30 P.M. play war
games, either FTF or PBM, and eat; four, II P.M.
- go to bed. On weekends I merely substituted
more of number three for numbers one and two.
There is now little wonder in my mind. as to why
Cindy exhibited such hostile behavior; all of my
spare time was devoted to my hobby, which had
become a second full time occupation.

Another major contributor to our troubles was
the baby. I wasn't much help to Cindy in those
first few months with the baby; my wife was on
twenty-four hour duty as I had a habit of
sleeping right through those middle-of-the-night
sessions. Those of you who have had children
know what I'm talking about; those of you who
haven't have an unforgettable experience awaiting
you.

I'm sure that my job did not help matters any.
I worked (and still do) as a transformer-repair
plant-yard-laborer. The eight plus hours of one
hundred plus degrees in the sun each day burned
away what was left of my patience and common
sense.

I feel that the final contributor to the illness
which struck my home last summer was the fact
that Cindy and I are young. I'm sure that you are
all familiar with the fact that the divorce rate
for young married couples in this country is quite
high, 90% last I knew. So while our disagree
ments did not reach that conclusion, I assert that
it was more natural (for lack of a better word)
for us to fall into disagreement than, say, an
older couple.

Nowadays, I still play my games and Cindy
doesn't like it, but things aren't nearly as bad as
they were before. Perhaps it was just a matter of
growing up on our part. However, two facts stand
out: one, I have not purchased a wargame since I
was married; which reflects point two, Cindy
Slick is not exactly in love with wargaming,
which proves that there is at least one wife who
does not share her husband's enthusiasm for this
hobby.

That brings me to the real purpose of this
whole article. Cindy and I are relatively sure that
there must be others who have suffered or are
suffering through similar plights. We are inter
ested in contacting these people for the purpose
of exchanging helpful correspondence on the
subject. We hope that we have shown others in
similar circumstances that they are not alone; and
we hope that we have been helpful to at least
one other couple. And for those of you who are
still bachelor wargamers - beware of the conflicts
between women and wargames. Your most
serious strategic and tactical challenges may arise
off the board.

David P. Slick
3308 N. 66th Street - Apt. 2
Scottsdale, Arizona 85251

Ostrieg
by Mark Teehan

Avalon Hill's game of Stalingrad is certainly
one of the big all-time favorites of most war
gamers, whether they be veterans or beginners.
Probably because of this, many articles have
appeared in The General dealing with Stalingrad
and have covered the broad spectrum experienced
by individual wargamers. This still, however, does
not change the fact that no comprehensive,
strategically and tactically detailed article has ever
been written on the German side in S-grad. In
this article, I hope to change this situation.

GERMAN TACTICAL DOCTRINE
Although it's strategy in S-grad that will

ultimately make or break the German com
mander, let's start with a discussion of some of
the more salient tactical concepts which should
govern the German conduct of operations. Sound
tactics are important to the German in S-grad and
are acquired through experience.

I. Type Tactics
There are two different types of tactics which

you can employ as German commander-annihila
tive tactics and exhaustive tactics. An example of
annihilative tactics would be executing 4) 3-1 's
instead of, say 2) 6-1 's; exhaustive tactics would
be the opposite - the 2) 6-1 's instead of the 4)
3-1 'so Annihilative tactics are clearly superior to
exhaustive tactics even though they will result in
heavier German casualties. Your tactical object as
German commander is to destroy (annihilate) the
Soviet forces adequately enough to permit your
strategic aim being realized-capture of the three
big cities. You must realize, however, that the
choice of which type of tactics you employ is
not yours, but the Russian player's. If, as an
example, after the Nemunas River is broken, the
Russian player stands and fights, i.e., lines all his
units up between Riga and Minsk (a la Thomas
Fowler's "Tactics of Defense"), you can employ
annihilative tactics. Any time the Russian stands
and fights in open, undou bled terrain allowing all
his units to be hit, instead of delaying with a
minimum and holding the rest in reserve, hit him
with all you've got. The key to success with
annihilative tactics lies in the soakoffs - always
soakoff at a minimum of 1-3. If you run 3-4
soakoffs at poor odds (1-5,1-6), chances are that
you'll lose most of those units and then, only
then, will it become a battle of attrition which
the German can never hope to win. Another
possibility with annihilative tactics is the I-I
"blitz." Once you have broken the Nemunas R.
and the Russian has lined all his units up from
Riga to Minsk, hit him with about 6) I-I's.
You've got about 50% chance of eliminating
three Soviet units, and by employing Rumanian
2-2-4's with 4-4-4's and 5-5-4's, you'll minimize
your critical German losses. The important thing
to remember about 1-2's and I-I's is: "Mass, not
driblets." As Guderian used to say, "Klotzen,
nicht klechern" ("boot 'em, don't spatter 'em").
One or two 1-2's or l-I's are mere pinpricks
which require either much luck or telekinetic
control of the die in order to produce satis
factory results. Four or more 1-2's against a rIver
line, on the other hand, will generally be enough
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to guarantee success. An exception to the "Mass,
not driblets" rule is the 2-1. Here the potential
losses of a tactical defeat are so high, inspite of
the basically low probability of defeat, that only
one 2-1 should ever be attempted in one month.
There will be critical times when you, as German
commander, will be forced to resort to a 2-1 ; this
should never occur much more than 2-3 times per
game.

There will come a time in every game when
the German must switch to exhaustive tactics
(quality 5-1/+ attacks) which emphasize advanc
ing with the least possible casualties (unfortu
nately for the enemy as well as yourself). The
basic reason for this is the insufficient number of
German units to cover long defensive fronts and
simultaneously conduct a full scale offensive. This
situation is in turn aggravated by German losses
and their inability to be replaced adequately.

II. Initial Operational Tactics

Now let's discuss initial tactical operations
along each sector of the Eastern Front, starting
with the Cen tral Front (from the Baltic, R-28, to
Brest-Litovsk), where Army Groups North and
Center will usually be operating. The single most
important tactical operation on this Front is
breaching the Nemunas R. line (and not, inci
dently, capturing Brest-Litovsk) by July 1941
(that's July '41). In this context the indirect
approach should be employed on the tactical
level - Brest will fall indirectly as you advance
on its flanks, the central Nemunas and Lwow
gap. Contrary to what others have said on this
subject, the most important square in the
Nemunas R. Line System is V-19- this is where
you want to break the Nemunas.

Now let's move down to the South Front
from BB-15 SE to the Black Sea, where Arm;
Group South will be operating. In South Poland,
the prime tactical operations of Army Group
South are breaching the Bug River Line System
and opening up the Lwow gap. The Soviet
defensive position which is key in this area is
CC-14; without Soviet units at CC-14, EE-12 on
the San River becomes untenable as a strong
defensive position. The mountain position GG-12
is also important once you shatter the Soviet
border defenses. Turning now to the southern
portion of Army Group South in Rumania, the
key tactical operation here is breaching the Prut
River at NN-14. If the Russian is experienced
you'll find either a 6-9-6 or a 7-10-4 at NN-14;
otherwise, against a 5-7-4 or 4-6-4, you'll have no
trouble in getting a 3-1. Against a 7-10-4 or
6-9-6, attack NN-14 at I-I surrounded and add 3)
1-2's along the rest of the Prut.

Ill. Miscellaneous Tactical Principles

I. When attacking with armor at 3-1 in open
undoubled terrain always provide infantry sup
port to cover any exchanges. Your Panzer units
are your trump cards and they must be kept
intact. This is especially true early in the game.

2. Try to build up your replacement balance
early in the game to cover possible armor
exchanges which might occur when attacking a
double river position at 3-1.

3. After May 1942, utilize 2-2-4's and 3-3-4's
as infantry replacements as much as possible in
order to compensate for numerical shortages and
increased defensive frontage.

4. The key to crossing rivers is to crea k an
operative front of sufficient length so as to
stretch the defenders resources and thus allow
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you to cross at enemy's weak points. The smaller
the river line frontage that the Russian has to
cover, the easier it is for him to concentrate his
forces on the small area threatened and frustrate
you attempts.

GERMAN STRATEGIC DOCTRINE

I. Gennan O/B
Before moving up to Finland, let's suggest the

use of an O/B for the German in S-grad; the
German commander needs an O/B to facilitate
both operational planning execution. A model
O/B would have 4 Panzer Armies, I Panzer
grenadier Army, 8 Infantry Armies, and I
Mountain Army (5-5-4 and Rum. 2-2-4 to operate
in Finland) for the German forces. The Finns and
Rumanians should be organized into 4 Infantry
Armies, 2 each. A good way to group your
Panzer corps is as follows: 1st Pz. Army (24
factors), 2nd Pz. Army (18 factors, 2) 7-7-6 & I)
4-4-6), 3rd Panzer Army (18 factors, 3) 6-6-6's),
and 4th Pz. Army (18 factors, 8-8-6, 6-6-6, &
4-4-6).

II. Finland
Finland is literally and geographically in a class

all by itself in S-grad. One cardinal rule regarding
Finland which will always serve you well is:
Never underestimate the importance of operations
on the North (Finnish) Front. Although a side
show for both sides, it is the German in Finland
who can more or less relax while the pressure is
on the Russian. The Soviet commander must
rapidly liquidate the Axis forces in Finland so as
to free all available units for action on the
decisive Central and South Fronts. By conducting
a withdrawal in Finland along sound tactical lines
the German player can achieve a decisive success
in tieing down valuable Soviet units which are
desperately needed elsewhere by Stavka. The
basis for any German operations in Finland
should be Carl F. Knabe's "[n Defense of
Finland" (Vol. 2, NO.6 - March, 1966), except
with a 5-5-4 instead of a precious 6-6-6. Your
Finnish trump card as German commander is the
weather - when the Russian packs up to leave in
Nov. 1941 at the earliest, there's a 50% chance of
snow! Remember - delay, defend, and never,
never attack in Finaldn (assuming Stavka stations
6-10 units on the North Front).

III. Strategic Defense Evaluation System (SDES)

The primary purpose of the SDES is to
pinpoint the weakest sector of the Eastern Front
for you graphically and thus help you select the
operational plan best suited to the situation. You
want your main blow to hit the weakest Front of
the Soviet defense. Basically, the SDES consists
of figuring out how many defense factors you
opponent has on each Front, converting it to a %
breakdown, and counting the number of 5-7-4's
and 7-10-4's (6-9-6) he has per Front. These
results are then matched up with corresponding
figures (per Front) for a sound Soviet defense 
where discrepancies occur for your opponent's
defense, you simply penalize him. At the end,
you just tally up the minus charges, and you have
a composite evaluation of his defense. I don't
have room here to include the Evaluation Pro
cedure and Interpretation of Results (you may
write me for further details) but the criterian for
judgement are as follows: North Front (Finland)
- 31% (68 defense fctrs.); Central Front (R-28 to
Brest incl.) - 32% (71 def. fctrs. = critical
strength level), 6) 5-7-4's 2) 7-10-4's (6-9-6 for

one allowed); & South Front (BB-15 to Black
Sea) - 37% (15% from BB-15 to GG-12, 22%
south of GG-12), (81 def. fctrs. = critical strength
level), 6) 5-7-4's, I) 6-9- 1) 7-19-4. Avalon Hill's

"Suggested Defense" has a rating of -5 (-4 on the
Central Front, -Ion South Front, therefore, your
main attack vs. Central Front; interpretation =

Average, Fair, OK. The "Shagrin Defense" which
appeared in the General has an SDES rating of -3,
all charged against the Central Front. The SDES
interpretation is "Good, Playable" Mr.
Shagrin's defense is the best that has appeared in
The General.

IV. Operational Strategy

Now we come to the crucial core of German
strategy in S-grad German operational plans can
be classified into two types: I) the basic "which
city first" type (unorthodox political-socio
economic) and 2) the more detailed and subtle
type which emphasizes above all destruction of
the Soviet armed forces first and then capture of
toe three big cities (orthodox military). A
characteristic of the unorthodox-political type is
the "independent" capture of one city (Stalin
grad) by secondary forces while the other two are
taken successively by a strong main force. On the
other hand the more orthodox military strategy
usually concentrates all available forces on each
city successively, depending heavily upon a suc
cess ful "type" strategy - that of annihilation.
Against a competent and experienced Russian the
only operational strategy which has even the
slightest chance of success is the orthodox
military (5% at that ...).

The first basic guideline in formulating opera
tional stra tegy is always keep your main strength
concentrated - don't dissipate your armor along
the length of the Eastern Front. Always keep a
minimum of 3 Panzer Armies operating together
(usually the Ist, 2nd, and 3rd, with the 4th

.separate). Ideally, all four should operate to
gether. The second operational guideline is that
of surprise/deception - always try to keep the
Russian guessing as to your intentions (like where
your massed Panzers will strike next.) Shift your
massed armor north and south of Brest-Litovsk
early in the game so as to keep the Russian off
balance-if you I-I "blitz" in the Center, employ
your armor in the Lwow gap for that month.
Another important guideline to follow when
formulating operational strategy is never employ
the bulk of your armor in Rumania - the 3-river
system is too restricted and your ability to switch
massed armor around Brest is destroyed (surprise
gone). The key to Rumania is either assign the
minimum number of units needed to hold the
Prut River Line, or assign 3-4 German Infantry
Armies and I Rumanian Army to crack the River
lines - never something in between.

Whichever type of operational strategy you
decide to use, be it the unorthodox socio
economic type or the orthodox military, you'll
have to further decide which of the three cities
to take first (of course in the case of orthodox
military strategy this is a secondary considera
tion). Stalingrad can be definitely ruled out as a
first objective/city. The laws of advance in S-grad
would prevent you from. taking the city which
before Nov. 1942, and even then you would have
to commit the bulk of your armor. Moscow is a
tempting "I st city" target to most German
commanders - certainly if it can be captured
during the summer of 1942 the German situation
is ideal. The problem with Moscow is how to
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take it as the first of the three big cities - it's an
extremely tough nut to crack (realistic first city
capture date vs. competent Russian - Sept. 1942,
if at all). The "Moscow first" people usually
never even reach Moscow, much less win the
game; they attempt to take Moscow dij'ectly from
the west when the bulk of the Red Army is still
intact and able to concentrate in the confined
Rzhev-Smolensky-(Dnepr R.)-Orel triangle for de
fense of the capital. The bulk of the Red Army
must be destroyed or seriously weakened FIRST
before Moscow can be taken as your first city.
Therefore, if you ever decide on Moscow as your
first city, use an orthodox military operational
plan (with a strong "type" strategy of annihila
tion) as your strategic guideline. The best way to
take Moscow (at all) is second- after Leningrad is
taken. Although its capture first by the German
is not .nearly as decisive as the capture of
Moscow, it does not pose all the thorny opera
tional problems which the capture of "Moscow
first" presents. Leningrad is the only one of the
three cities that can be taken at a comparatively
early date (May 1942 vs. a competent Russian),
thus cutting the Soviet replacement capacity by
1/3 before the crucial '42 Summer Campaign.
Against a competent or super-expert Russian,
Leningrad will generally be your best "first city."
If you operate the way 1.K. Norris does with a
strategy of exhaustion the whole game, you
better aim for Leningrad first- it's really your
only choice (chance?).

In summary, remember to carefully evaluate
the initial Russian defense using the SDES - this
will show you his weakest Front and indicate the
best location for your main attack. Then decide
on a basic operational plan which includes an
O/B, strategic phases, and a time-table/objectives
chart. The important point is to decide what
you're going to do strategy-wise before your first
move, and then act on it. Your best method is to
formulate, self-wargame, and then revise (if neces
sary) several operational plans before playing a
real game. In effect, you'll be conducting a
"strategic/tactical staff study" to test and resolve
any problems associated with your operational
plan. Some of the questions such a "staff study"
could resolve would be "how many Panzer
Armies should be allotted to Army Group
Center," "how many infantry armies should
Anny Group South have in Rumania," and "what
is the earliest possible time that the Divine and S.
Bug could be breached." (all as examples). The
answers to questions such as these would depend
on the framework of the specific operational plan
being considered. (e.g. "main drive from Center
objective Leningrad with subsidiary drive in
South," "converging attacks from E. Prussia/
Rumania intermediate objective Kursk followed

by all-out assault on Moscow from S/W, S, & S/E
with defensive lines Divina R.-Smolensk and
D nepropetrovsk-Kharkov-Voronezh," or "main
attack launched from southern Oank - S. Poland
and Rumania objective Moscow with Nemunas
held defensively"). Finally, your decision on just
which operational plan to implement will depend
on the initial Soviet defense. Here we have the
true "wargame" - testing a preconceived opera
tional plan before it is executed in the form of a
real war.

Mark F. Teehan
Saundrie
Marlborough Woods
Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada
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Contest No. 42

I Name -------------------

I
I Street Address ----------------

! City State Zip __

Michael A. Plesko
6628 N. Sheridan Rd. 121
Chicago, 111. 60626

Of all the terrain features on the Panzerblitz
game boards, the ones most likely to be barriers
to armored vehicles are the gullies and stream
beds. Often such terrain features have severe
slopes on one or both sides resulting from the
water washing away the soil along the bottom of
each bank. Further there is often MU D at the
bottom of the most innocent looking stream.
Thus these terrain features combine the two
elements that prohibit armored movement, water
and slopes. Perhaps it would be accurate to treat
gullies and streambeds other than fords as barriers
also.

of throwing a track is minimal. Any tree that is
too large to be knocked over is also too large to
grow side by side with another large tree. This
holds true for large groups of trees as well. To
summarize, any tree that cannot be simply run
over, can be by-passed. Smaller tracked vehicles
have the same quality in that they can move
through smaller openings between those trees that
they cannot run over.

Movement through wooded hex sides in Panz
erblitz for fUll-tracked vehicles could accurately
be treated in the same fashion as movement
across a barrier.

All of the preceding is not to imply that there
are not problems for armored vehicles maneuver
ing among densely grouped trees. Firepower is
limited both by the vegetation and by the
difficulty in moving turrets since the gun tubes
on tanks can be obstructed by nearby trees. This
could be handled by reducing the attack factor of
armored units by % on the turn after they cross
the hex side.

unit attack order target/ odds finalposition
code d.fire CAT defender pas.

22 U·5 U·5

41 R·5 R·5

42 S·7 S·7

52 OA OA

112 P·5

113 U·6

121 U·6

122 V·7

185 U·5

186 V·6

units not shown on the diagram. All units still in
play are shown on the diagram. The Russians
have launched a last-ditch offensive on his half of
Turn No.9. You, as German commander, must
initiate a counter-attack plan that holds the best
possible chance to preserve a German Marginal
Victory.

Simply fill in the areas of the chart below.
Under the attack section fill in the number of the

- battle that each individual unit is participating in.
Number your battles consecutively, with CAT
attacks following direct fire attacks. Be sure to
compute the correct odds for your attacks (con
sidering range, types of units attacking, etc.).
Also list final positions of units where indicated.
Clarity, organization, and economy of movement
will be factors in determining winners.

PANZERBLlTZ: "Gamble At Bednost"

This month's contest is Situation No. 1 of a
Panzerblitz game. All optional rules are employ
ed. You are the German player. It is the German
9th turn move. You have lost a CP(203), a
20mm(511. a 20(4)mm(53), a 50mm(211, and a
security platoon{123). The Russians have lost all

Headlines of 3 Best Articles:

Dear Sir:
Your newest game, Panzerblitz, is a master~

piece. When I first ordered it, I did so only to
maintain my collections of all your wargames.
Judging from your previous release, I thought
that it would be a unplayable monster with 352
units, But your use of several playable situations
and the German and Russian unit organization
information make it the best one you've put out.

Dear Sir:
Recently, I acquired your latest release, Panzer

blitz. I found it to be a most flexible and
entertaining game. I have an objection to one
rule, however. That is the rule that forbids all
vehicles from crossing the wooded green hex
sides.

In view of the other rules in other A.H. games
that prohibit armored units from entering wood
ed areas, it was not suprising to find such a rule
in Panzerblitz. However, 1 feel that it is unwar
ranted.

As a former armored officer in the Army, I
found that the only true natural barriers to
armored vehicles are water and slopes. Vegetation
in any form cannot prevent a full tracked
armored vehicle from moving. It can and does
slow down any vehicle, but it is not impene
trable. I make this statement with the experience
of an armored cavalry platoon leader in Vietnam
in particular.

This assertion requires some clarification.
Tanks can knock rather large trees over without
difficulty. With an experienced driver the danger

Greg Degi
22A Sheridan Ave.
Fort Riley, Kansas 66442

Timothy R. O'Neill, Cpt., Armor
U. S. Army Armor and
Engineer Board
Fort Knox, Kentucky 40121

To the Editor:
I note that each month a fair number of ads in

the General request information regarding various
non-AH wargames. I have made a list of over 40
such games for my own use, since in some cases
this information is hard to come by. I am in the
process of duplicating this list, and will be happy
to send a copy off to each of the first 200 or so
readers who request it and send me a stamped,
self-addressed envelope to return it in. My list
includes the name of each wargame, the price and
at least one place from which it m.ay be ordered.

J. Richard Wagner
2933 North 70
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53210

Dear Sirs:

... I had last played an AH game while
attending the Armor Officers' Advanced Course
at Ft. Knox in 1969. It was observed by my
opponent (an Infantryman) that Battle of the
Bulge should require as a prerequisite completion
of the career course. This was, to be sure, due in
part to the relative incapability of Infantrymen to
grasp mobile warfare. In Panzerblitz, however, I
think you may have made his awed statement
prophetic.

The new game is strikingly more versatile than
its ancestors, due largely to the map board. In
addition, it permits considerable exercise in the
science of task organization (stressed ad nauseum
in Career Course). Application of the task force
concept is basic to Panzerblitz, and the player
learns many painful lessons in this fundamental
consideration without the loss of life attendant to
such lessons in combat.

Having commanded tank and mechanized
infantry units in combat, and armored cavalry in
training, I was skeptical after the first reading of
the rules. The reservations largely disappeared
after "live-fire" practice. I feel, however, that
certain features beg for comment:

Branch antipathy aside, I simply cannot swal
low the striking way in which the WESPE and
HUMMEL batteries dominate the battlefield. In
most cases (e.g., Situation No. 12) the batteries
are used in an interdicting role - indirect fire. I
suspect that at least one person on your staff has
tried to hit a moving tank with a large-caliber
indirect fire tube directed by Fa. Assorted
orientals have tried it on me, and it is just not
effective enough to warrant the inflated AF. The
(justifiable) lack of counterbattery capability in
the Russian elements adds to this virtually
unchallenged dominance. This AF, I feel, should
be reconsidered, particularly when applied to
tank units.

In task-organizing, I find myself using your
organizational tables in the Campaign Analysis
booklet. Sometimes, however, the TO&E and list
of counters do not balance out. I am sure this is
due to legitimate losses that occurred prior to the
actual situation's occurrance or simply modifica·
tions due to equipment shortages. In such situa
tions you might have spared the player some
anguish by detailing the actual task organization.

Despite the above niggling gripes, I feel that
Panzerblitz is a real breakthrough in concept, and
hope to see games using the same concepts and
different scenarios. I hope to find some AH fans
in the Knox area.

The Capital Chapter will hold a "minicon"
March 13. Tom Karwaki should supply you with
info on it. The SICL will be throwing two small
tournaments - one in one of the 5 "basic" AH
tournament games, and one in Tony's Sink the
Bismarck game using search and naval miniatures
in one game.

Thanks again for the coverage.

Phil Pritchard
Commissioner,
International Affairs
Harvard University
Richards Hall 303
Cambridge, Mass. 02138

After reading Raymond Hosler's article, "A
Shocking French Victory," I fail to see how it
became the "Plan of the Month" (in the Jan.
Feb. 1971 issue). Irregardless of the most brilliant
maneuvering done beforehand, any plan which
rests its final results upon a series of 2-1 attacks
is certainly not a sound plan, by any standards.

First, after initially obvious maneuvers, Mr.
Hosler suggests making a 2-1 attack on the
Quatre Bras ridges "if possible." The entire
concept of making attacks at 2-1 odds is faulty.
Common sense should tell you that the probabili
ties of success are not high. There are two
possibilities of success; two of a too expensive
success, an exchange; and two of defeat. The
minimum attack a commander should make is a
3-1 to ensure success, at least in gaining position.

At any rate, he envisions the eventual French
seizure of Quatre Bras by 9 AM on the 17th.
This is a bit too late in the game, unless they
have also eliminated a very large part of the
P·A-A army (which will probably not be accomp
lished by making 2-1 attacks). Also, 7 factors of
cavalry is certainly not sufficient to tie down
enough allied troops at Nivelles to yield decisive
results more quickly at Quatre Bras.

"This leads to the final and crucial step;" a
series of 2-1 attacks everywhere. "That's exactly
what the P-A-A doesn't expect." It is probably
true that no competant player would expect the
French to gamble so foolishly. An attack on
morale is only effective if it not only is unexpect
ed, but is also based on sober calculation, and
leaves the enemy in such a disadvantaged position
that he has no alternative other than a desperate
countermeasure, which will probably fail.

A loss at the wrong point may throwaway the
chance that the French had for victory. Success
in these 2-1 attacks will, of course, bring about
the rout and defeat of the allied army. For that
matter, a group of successful 1-1 attacks would
produce the same effect in this, and indeed, most
wargames.

However, a warga me is essentially a contest of
skill and an exercise of the mind. As such,
defeating opponents by making 2-1 attacks with
impunity is meaningless. There are times when a
2-1 attack is the only alternative to flat failure
(as in the AH version of Stalingrad with the
Germans against a good Russian defense), but
even if they must be made, the idea is to
calculate the risk involved with the possible
results of a successful combat and determine the
best place to launch such an attack. Apparently,
Mr. Hosler is used to exceptional luck when
rolling these odds.

Looking over his campaign ideas, it is obvious
to me that he compensates for the lack of
method and subtlety with which the first part of
his campaign is conducted by his own good luck
in rolling uncalculated 2-1's along the entire allied
line. I only wish he had not tried to persuade
others (who may not be as lucky as he) to use
his own poor tactics in the hope of success.

Mr. Jeffrey M. Bale
7645 N. Sheridan Road
Chicago, III. 60626

Gentlemen:
I want to thank you for the excellent coverage

yuu gave our upcoming convention in the Jan
Feb issue of the General. Things are moving along
smoothly towards finalizing our plans. I enclose a
copy of the Convention Newsletter No. 1 for
your information.

To correct a few items in the Jan-Feb report:
you will notice admission to the convention does
not include the tournaments, as one might think
your report implied. A schedule is not available
from me - this newsletter is, at 10 cents a copy,
refundable with any registration (registration also
includes the 3 issues we will be putting out). No.
2 will have accommodations, more events in
formation, and No.3 will have the schedule. No.
2 will be out by 3/1/71, also 10 cents. The
banquet menu will be fruit cup, assorted relishes,
green salad, baked Virginia ham, mashed pota
toes, two vegetables, rolls -and butter, ice cream
and cookies, and coffee. This is our 1st East
Coast convention, not our second. Brochures are
in limited supply and are sent only as they last.
Prize lists are not fixed as yet, but will be fairly
extensive for thp- AH tournament, having cash,
trophies, and .JIM subscriptions to 8 places. The
naval tournies will have specially designed
trui.'hies with the Massachusetts in 1: 1200 scale
mounted atop them.
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GOOD TOWARD THE PURCHASE OF ALL PRODUCTS

Opponents Wanted

Each coupon is worth 25 cents. How
ever, no less than 4 coupons can be used in any
one purchase. Orders received accompanied by
three coupons or less will be returned unfilled.
Any number above 4 may be used in any single
purchase. No photostats please.

Q. What would happen in a situation such as No.
6 if the Russian player refuses to attack thc
German position?
A. Nothing, no battle, no "victory".

Q. In situation I may all the CP's be placed in
one fort or may two be placed in one fort or
may only one be in each fort?
A. All three may be in one fort, but the fort, as
stated, must be on a HILLTOP hex (one with six
orange sides).

Q. The TEC states that it costs a truck unit 2
MF to enter a clear terrain hex, does this mean
EACH clear terrain hex?
A. Yes. This applies for all movement penalties
of this sort.

Q. When a unit becomes dispersed, does he still
have zone-of·control on the hex he occupies?
A. Yes, enemy units may still not move through
a dispersed unit. The dispersed unit also retains
its normal defense factor.

DESIGNERS NOTES ON PLAYER QUESTIONS

Q. Maya unit on a hilltop hex fire at a unit 011 a
slope directly behind a brown hex side (the
"reverse slope")?
A. Yes, this is shown on the back of the
Examples of Play card, see note C&D, also note
that this is not always the case. The exceptions
are covered in the rules folder under the "Special
Notes" part of the OBSTACLES AND ELEVA
TIONS section of the rules.

Q. In situation 10, may the Germans win a
marginal victory by destroying all 12 Russian
units on board I without even entering board 3?
A. Yes, but the Russians may then win a decisive
victory by moving all of their forces onto board
3. Also note an error in Situation 10. The north
direction indicator should be turned to the left
(pointing towards board 2)

Q. When making the initial set up of units can
the half hexes 011 the sides of the boards be used
if a unit in such a hex would be half on one
board and half on another?
A. No, units must be completely on one board as
indicated.

Q. What happens in Situation I if 3 German
units are destroyed?
A. Decisive victory (a printing error).

Q. If there are several units on a hex that have
identical defense factors, how is it decided which
is the "weakest"?
A. You may attack any of the units in this case.

Q. If only a transport or CP unit is placed under
a fortification counter, does the fort counter still
have its full defense factor?
A. Yes, any unit with people in it will do it
(granted, it's not realistic, but it saves a whole lot
of hassle).

Q. If a unit moves TO a fortification, does it
cost him a movement factor to enter UNDER the
fortification, rather than just sit on top of it?
A. There are no movement penalties for moving
onto or into a fortification counter.

The letters sent in so far, on the basis of
10,000 games sold in two months, indicate no
critical problems with the rules. In all cases the
most that was needed was a clarification. Errors
were made on some of the situations, but these
can be corrected by the players, who are also
encouraged .to devise their own situations. Many
people have inquired about a "westfront" version
of PanzerBlitz. This game (Tactical Game I) will
be published this year in S&T magazine, along
with a further redesign of the "PanzerBlitz" rules.
James F. Dunnigan, Director of Research &
Design, The Avalon Hill Company.

A. No, SPOTTING RULE conditions must al
ways be met.

Q. Using the INDIRECT FIRE rule maya friend
ly unit call in artillery fire even though a friendly
CP unit does not see the enemy unit?
A. No.

Q. Can block units ever be destroyed by en
gineers or artillery?
A. No.

Q. On the optional rules concerning Panzerblitz
assault, MUST the infantry attack the overrun
unit or may it attack any adjacent unit?
A. It must attack the unit being overrun.

QUESTIONS RECEIVED ON PANZERBLITZ

Q. May the US make his SAC attack on an
empty square in order to restrict the retreat of
German units under ground attack?
A. Yes. German units may not retreat through a
square under SAC attack, and the US may bomb
an unoccupied square.

Q. If a Volksgrenadier unit is isolated when US
air supremacy comes into effect, is that unit
immobilized?
A. No. The movement factor of German units is
never reduced below 2.

Q. May retreating units move tov.tard the enemy
if routes away from the encmy exist?
A. No, not unless the retreat route is the only
one available. Units must always be retreated in
the general dircction away from the enemy if
possible. Specifically, attacks at soak-off odds
with the intent of having the unit retreat into a
greatly advantageous position toward the enemy
lines (or behind them) is outlawed. This will, on
occasion. conflict with the "retreat to the nearest
road" rule, but a retreat should be a retreat, not
an advance.

Q. May fractions of moves be carried over from
one road to another?
A. Yes. For example, a unit may move four
squares on one road, three squares across country
to another road, and then move one more square
on that road (same road or different road).

Q. If defending armor become Engaged, may
they on their turn move awny and have other,
new, units take their place in the engagement?
A. Yes, but at least one of the originally
engClged units must remain on each square that
new units are brought onto.

Q. If a river and n road are on the samc square,
can units cross the river without delay?
A. Only if the road CROSSES the river on that
square. Bastogne cannot be taken on the first
move.

Q. Cnn German units reach SS9 of the 16 AM
turn?
A. Yes. They start on UU8, move to TT9, and
take the road to SS9.

Q. Do new units entering from edge squares like
HH, I, and 7 enter at the road bonus rate?
A. Yes.

A. Yes, only hexes with orange sides are hilltop
hexes. A clear hex is a clear hex, no matter what
its elevation is. Clear hilI top hexes are clear
hexes.

Q. If a unit is fired upon from a woods hex or a
town hex, can it return fire without meeting the
SPOTTING RULE conditions?

Q. Can either side voluntarily destroy their own
armored vehicles?
A. Yes, but it doesn't make much sense.

Q. Does a colored hex side obstruct the line of
fire?
A. In some cases, yes. It depends on the respec
tive elevation of the attacker and defender.
Consult the Target Elevation Table and the
Examples of play card as there are many differ·
ent situations.

Q. For victory conditions do you count truck
and wagon units?
A. Yes, but you don't count counters which
contain no men (such as mines, blocks and
fortifications).

Q. Are units on hilltop hexes such as the plateau
like hill top on board 2, that are not forest or
town hexes, subject to the overrun rule by
armored units?

Q. Can one friendly unit move into an enemy
ZOC (and attack no unit) while a second friendly
unit attacks the enemy unit?
A. No. All units in enemy ZOC MUST attack
some enemy unit.

Q. If a unit in a fortress is surrounded, can it
move one square outside the fort to a vacant
square and attack only the unites) that it is then
adjacent to?
A. Yes.

Q. May the victorious unit ALWAYS advance
into the vacated square?
A. Yes.

Q. Using the optional weather table, if the
weather clears up on the roll before the German
24 AM turn, when is the movement rate of the
German units reduced?
A. 24 hours later: during the 25 AM turn.

25.e

25.e

29

,.

CITY

the US canllot do anything in that sector. Can
the ISS back out of that square in its next turn?
A. No. Pulling back would mean moving through
enemy ZOe. The 1S5 has unwittingly committed
itself to battle by advancing after combat on the
previous turn.

Q. After an Engaged has been rolled, can the
attacker bring up reinforcements if the defender
does not exercise his option to do so?
A. Yes.

Q. If German units are immobilized by a SAC
attack and are forced to retreat in a ground
attack on the next turn, are they eliminated
instead?
A. Yes.

Q. If a unit moves directly from square UU19 to
TTI9, has it used its entire movement allowance
for that turn?
A. Yes. However, it is possible to move from
UUI8 to BB33, from NN25 to KK23, from
UU 18 to MM25, or from MM25 to RR30 in one
turn. It is NOT possible to move from TTI8 to
KK26, or from LL 12 to JJ 14 in one turn. (We
assume a movement factor of 4 here.)

Q. In reference to the optional rule mentioned
only on the last page of the appendix (limiting
German attacks to two per road), if German units
are completely surrounded, may they participate
in an attack by units from outside the encircle
ment?
A. Yes. 1f any of the units in an attack are
supplied, all others participating in that particular
attack are considered to be supplied. (Note: this
is not true for Afrika Korps.) Isolated US units
can always attack. If the special optional rule
limiting the Germans to two attacks per road is
not used, isolated German units can always
attack.

I
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"For Sale, Trades," and requests other than for J

opponents will be inserted only when space J

permits. Ads received after the 15th of the J

month preceding publication will appear in the I
following issue. Subscribers using the reverse side I
as a contest entry are assured that it will be I
picked up. I
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Q. Are units in fortresses required to withdraw
or counterattack when an "Engaged" or "Con
tact" is rolled?
A. No. Zones of control do not "pass through
fortress walls." Units inside are never required to
attack or withdraw even though adjncent to the
enemy. Of course, the reverse also is true.

Q. Suppose the IS5 attacks and defeats a unit
of RR7; it then moves onto the vacated square.
But the units on RR6 and RR8 are engaged; thus

When submitting (fuestiolls to us for answers,
please note the following:

1.) Include a stamped. self-addressed envelope.
The letters lhat include olle are answered firs!.
Those that do not are answered last; as a result.
these letters get back to you at least a lVeek larer.

2.) If your question refers to a specific situa
tion, please inelude a diagram of the situation. it
takes a good deal of time to answer the letter
otherwise, which Ivill delay YOllr reply.

3.) We wish we could answer technical ques
tions and do research for yo/./, bllt the large
amount of mail we reecipe prohibits this. We will
be glad to anslVer questions Oil the play of the
game, but we COllI/of, unfortunatelY, answer those
on technical or historical points !lor call we
research data for those of you designing your
own games.

4.) Keep orders and other mail separate from
questions. Separating the items of your lerters
into different departments takes tirne and delays
your reply.

BULGE questions and answers to date:

Q. In the Basic Game, can new units enter or
pass through the ZOC of "engaged" units?
A. No.

All ads for opponents will be inserted as a free
service to subscribers, one ad per subscriber per
issue. Ads will not be repeated from issue to
issue; however, subscribers may re-submit the
same ad or new ads for each succeeding issue.

Please print or type your advertisement on the
spaces provided below, maximum 35 words per
ad (including name and address.)
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Thus, the most correct contest form would look
like this:

12,710 points is Phi I Pritchard, International
Commissioner of Affairs, joining only four others
before him whose point total entitled them to
"retirement status."

E(SQ)

7SQ

3/6SQ

1 2/6SQ

2SQ
1SQ

o
8SQ

195/6SQ

GAIN

7SQ

3SQ

2SQ

6SQ
6SQ

o
8SQ

TOTAL:

P(ADV)

6/6

1/6

4/6

2/6
1/6

o
o

P(WIN)

6/6

2/6

4/6

3/6
2/6

o
6/6

IFW TOURNAMENTS will also be of record
setting proportions, three (instead of one) being
planned in the coming season: the annual' Lake
Geneva Convention will occur in the latter part
of August (dates not determined as yet), with
other sites listed at Mt. Prospect, Illinois and St.
Louis, Missouri. Meanwhile ....•

THE CAPITAL WARGAMES MINI-CON I had
scheduled a miniatures convention at Fort Hunt
High School, Fairfax County, Virginia - two
miles north of Mt. Vernon on Fort Hunt Road 
Saturday, March 13, 1971. While this notice is
too late for those wishing to make reservations,
we certainly direct your attention to the fact that
it is an outgrowth of an idea implemented by
Interest Group Baltimore, the organization featur
ed in the Jan-Feb issue. Inquiries on future plans
should go to: Thomas Karwaki, 8218 Chancery
Ct, Alexandria, Va. 22308.

AN UNUSUAL APPROACH to tournament con
duct is the ability-pairing method that will be in
vogue at the National Invitation Tournaments
sponsored by New Aggressor. Entrants will be
matched up with opponents of like ability unless
stiffer competition is requested. Complete info
including rating specifics avarf~ble from Tim Fox,
58 Cutler, Grand Rapids, Michigan 49507.

analyzed games in this manner, the chart below
should give you a fair idea of how it is done. In
the chart, P(WI N) means the probability of
winning the specific attack, P(ADV) means the
probability of advancing into the Russian's
square, GAl N means the number of squares
gained on the attack if successful, E(SQ) means
the expected number of squares one would gain
on the average. The TOTAL is the number of
squares gained on the average with all of these
attacks:

unit odds

29inf. 3-'1

4arm. 1-2

7arm. 2-1

12inf. 1-1
3inf. 1-2

28inf. 1-3

4cav. 3-1

Any other results are, in our opinion, less than
optimum.

LARGEST WARGAMING TOURNAMENT ever
thrown is scheduled by Spartan International for
late '71. Prize list includes $500 in cash and $110
in trophies. Entry info is available from their
home office @ 5820 John Avenue, Long Beach,
California. Their 1970 International Champion
ship was captured by Bob Wilson who is to
compete against Bob Shupe in a play-off for the
first SICL Championship which is the highest
competitive honor in Sparta. Amassing a total of

THE TEN CONTESTANTS THAT CAME closest
were picked by a random drawing from approxi
mately sixty contestants that captured twenty or
more squares of Russian soil. They were: Gary
Emory, Livermore, California; Bill Tanks, Colo
rado Springs, Col.; Brian Alden, Rockville, Md.;
John Van De Graaf, Jr., St. Claire Shores, Mich.;
Robert Taylor, Farmington, Mich.; Arthur Torry,
Bath, N.Y.; Mark O'Steen, Raleigh, Tenn.; Chris
Hawkins, Seattle, Wash.; Harry Booth, Elkins, W.
Va.; Richard Gorski, Milwaukee, Wisc.

THE FIVE BEST ARTICLES IN LAST issue
were: J. E. Purnelle's "Simulating the Art of
War"; Alan Augenbraun's "Winning with the
Wehrmacht"; "Ships that Missed the Battle-Part
I" by Stephen Lewis; "Getting it Together" by
Scott M. Sherwood; and Dick Triek's "Then
There Was ..." Congradulations and a tip of the
helmet to these gentlemen.

Russia." By way of definition, "advance into
Russia" means:

a) win a battle so that you occupy a square
in a Russian ZOC.

b) advance across rivers so that the Russian
will either have to counterattack or give
up the squares into which your ZOC
extend.

In judging the results of an attack now under
the German ZOC. For example, a 3-1 attack
against the Russian 29 info could net the Germans
7 squares (the square the German occupies plus
the six squares in his ZOC). The best results, as
mathematically determined, can be shown in
chart form. For those wargamers who have not

MILITARY MODELING - the latest Donald
Featherstone publication is a comprehensive col
lectionof facts and information on making
military models. Precise and detailed instructions
are given for making model soldiers, military
vehicles and buildings, and converting and adapt
ing existing models. From its pages can be
learned the art of moulding and casting soldiers,
soldiering and glueing, painting, construction of
diagrams and their display cabinets, guns, vehicles
and buildings, etc. The book also deals lengthly
with the assembly and conversion of plastic
models. The publisher is A. S. Barnes & Co., P.
O. Box 421, Cranbury, N. J. 08512.

THE ARMORED SCHOOL at Ft. Knox, Ken
tucky, Major D. Neck, Command Staff
Department, is currently investigating the use of
AH games... "to see if we can incorporate
ideas of your games into our tactical military
map terrain problems." We don't know about
that, but we guarantee that ou r games wi II keep
the officers sufficiently preoccupied where they
can forget about the Viet Nam th ing.

A UNIQUE 2-DIE COMBAT TABLE has been
developed by Rev. Ken C. Haydon, and intro
duced with great success to the M.T.U.F.M.C.
Club, 444 E. Wadsworth Hall, Michigan Tech U,
Houghton, Michigan 49931 by their President,
Donald E. Clark, Jr. Too detailed to reproduce
here, it lists probabilities that make for even
more realistic battle results. Our own research
department is giving it the old once over.

IN CONTEST NO. 41, the trickiest part of all
was figuring out what we meant by "advance into

WARGAMING IS CATCHING ON more and
more on college campuses as seen by the estab
lishment of clubs at such places as the West Point
Military Academy, St. Johns University, and

Villanova University, yet there have been no
intercollegiate play-by-mail tournaments and only
a few face-to-face encounters. The major reason
for this lack of activity is poor communications.

For this reason a Collegiate Association of
Military Strategy Clubs open only to college
recognized clubs should be established. The pur
pose of the organization would be to publish
addresses of clubs and announcements of inter
collegiate tournaments and their results. It would
definitely not be to disseminate articles on
strategy, etc.

If your college club is interested in an intercol
legiate organization of this type, please send your
address (hopefully a permanent on campus
address) to the address below and you will
receive, in turn, a list of other college clubs and
where they may be reached. Tom LeFevre,
President; Rensselaer Military Strategy Club;
R.P.I. Student Union; Troy, New York 12181.



OPPONENTS WANTED

SICL {:lelHa·face chapk'r meeling monthly ill
Wham toumiCli. prizes. run. tor info. t-onl.act
Harley ,\nlon. 2313 Wedord Lane, Wham, Ala.
35216, Join LIle SICL!

Opponent needed in Uirmingham area circa 16
yrs. Blitz, D·th}" Bisnlllrk. S-grad. Will learn
others. Technic:l1 Heirarch~' for the Remo>'al of
Undesirable$ and the SubjUg3.lion of Humanity
tTHRUSli)fConlacl Allen Ihmmack. 4220 Anti.....
L;im Ori"r. MI. Brook, Ala. 35213.

Need ftr AK. D·D:ly, M·...lly. S-Grad. Bluge.
G-Burg. 1914. J-Land. \\'-Lou, eilher side, will
ua\'e1 50 miles, Mobile & fWdwin Counli"".
James G. Kilgore. P.O. Bol( 3334 Robertsd:l1l'.
AI•• 36567.

Newcomer to pbm. W;Il\t$ opponents tor Tactics
II uti D·Day, :md Diplom:oey. Leslie Franenky,
1101 W. Georgia j\\'enue. PbOlm;,;. Ariz. 85013.

Join the Rel1~df/'S. II union of wargamers
inU!«'St.ed in promoting Ihe satiilf3Ction gained by
pbm belWfff\ rnemben. For information. contact
D:lVi! SlicK, 3308 N. 66th St~t No. 2. Scotb
<We. AriUlfUt, 85251.

Any Tucson lU'e:l wargfl1.3('n are welcome to join
the Stntegic Games Sociely. We gcner:Uly meet
on Tuesday nighb in !.he Univl."l'Sity Student
Union. Come on and join 11$. Hllllk Helley, 645
E. University, TuclOn, Arizonia 85705.

Wanted Len$ffi;)n opponenb with new rul"", send
informntion on space WllI'g:lming or sp:lCe war·
g:lming clubs. Join the SICL and Sp;tItan Space
Society. Cont:lCt M:lJk Boyce, Sumac L:uu:o, .'\pt.
No.2, Anahiem, CaUf. 9280'1 (714) 535-6590.

PBM 0llponentll ror Chess wanted. Will play all
who answer 'two games, one as black One as
\'hiLe. Send moves to Nick Kl'lIting. 720 W.
Buena Vista, flnn-tow, Calif. 92311.

Anyone huving Info. :lbout Diplomacy miniaturf'S
or My other gllllle or mugazine prinU>d or
pllblished by un~'Qne other thun A.I-I. please send
to, Mark Grinoli, 10235-E, Chat!!. Cnlif. 91311

For those who would conquer try me. ~vl'F Blitz,
1914, Jut'd, A.K.. D·Dny, WaLerloo, Anzio.
S·Grud, Krieg, 1'''·81lt%. or yours. Erik Ferb'Uson,
730·A Ruldgh, Glendule, Calif. 91205.

Want ftf for Bulge, Jutland, D·Day, AK, or
S·Gmd. I prefer Germans, but will t..'\ke other
side. Will travel a reasonuble distance. !\ny takers
in Ril'erside County'! Grell /IlcCutclwon. 25950
Fore Drive, Hemet, Cnlif. 92343.

PBM Diplomacy, Stnlingmd. Wntl'rl()(). AK, Bulge.
F'I'F above nnd Olher Al-J games. GleIm HalTis,
2010 North 8eachwood OR. No. 102 Uollyw()()d.
CaIiC. 90026, '100·4867.

SICL mem\)l'r will pbm or rtf Aniw, Bulge.
B-Krieg, D·Day 1914, P-B1itz. K.spiel. S·Grad,
Chess, Md G-Burg, when I buy it. Also rtf
Diplomacy, Tac. 3, Tal' 14. IkiUle of M05Cow,
Miniatures. Richard Anderson, 3<15 Edythe Street.
Livermore, C.\. 94550.

FTF in ltiy arf'a de5ire. Am 23. will drive
reasonable d~tarlce. InleT6ted in joining club
lIIat is active In aJ'f'&. Ha~e most AH G:unes. Will
pbm abo. Gary Emery, 1326 Spruce Slreet.
Livemlore, Calif. 9.l550.

Nc."ed nr, LA San Diego. All games. AK, Midw.
bvorit.es.. Old hand at some, novice othen. Also.
homespun n:i1'D1 game, lKid. Rules pieces for Ta<:,
Bism, &Kreig. Gnlig Burke. 1091 Are:wrKlria. San
Dieco, Calif. 92107.

Will pbm Gettysburg (south) desire relativel)' [ast
tnl)\ing pme. No quitting in Mid.-game. Randy
Heller, 10168 Richnrdson. Looi Altos. Calif. !H022.

I would like infonn:l.tion on non-AH wargames
such as Tralallfll'. WiII also pbm Stalingrad with
experienced players. You take Russi:uts with
rq:u!a.r N!placement.ll and rules. So K'fId your
itt·up t.o; Michael JDCklOn. 11 Wandel. Moraga,
Ca.lir. 901556.

,\m interested in miJital)' miniatuTl"i and rules
&Qveming their pby. Plense write; Gary Carsow.
976 Straube Street, Oxnard, Calif. 93030.

WlI.nU~d; Seopo"·et. Old Genernls. S&Ts, Afv's.
and I'anzerblitt. Also iuro. on naval and armor
miniature clubs. Info. on non AH games will be
appreciated. All letU!rs 'U1swen'li. Nelson Willianu.
5338 Midwle Court, Pleasanton. CI\. 9·t566.

Will paly Midway. Jutland, Tactic I to person
under 18. &In Bcnadino County south of S.B.
mountains for Info. call 71.\·793·3791 Thom:lS
Halsey Redlands, C.~llf. Thomas Hulsl! 1419 Red
lands, Calif. W.Cypress 92313.

rTF opponenL In San Ilruno. Cnlif. I own all AH
war ;;amea, llut havf'n't much practice. Jim
ComstOCk, 71'4 Fiest Avenue. Snll Bn.mo, Calif.
94066. Alao am interested ill nny space war
carnes.

Bismarck or "'lid way pbm nnyone? 111 supply
proceedure yOU supply the opposiLlon. Also
S·Gmd with first turn ~upri2e rule. Your choice
of side in alL Jim McPherson. 11 Campus Circle.
San Frandsco, Calif. 94132.

FTF anzio, or your choice. Am 26. "ill drive
Pele !.ewis, 266 Comn~ No.4, San Francisco,
Calif. 94118. Phone 668·9500.

Face·t,o.face opponents WIlnU>d any game. I will
dri\'e reasonable distance. Pholle 2460823. Herbie
Jordon 10'" Topat Avenue No.6, San Jose,

Cali[. 9511~·.-,---~--:-:::-:-:--,-----,;;-~
PBM opponents AK nnd WnU!rloo who will finish
games desired b)' W.J. Gleckler, 38 N. San Mateo
Drive, San Muteo, Calif. 94401.

I am 15. I am big Gary. Big Gary rules south
Canr. Ca.n you beat me? Blitz. Bulge. 1914
(German), AK. Gnl)' Field. 2122 Ocean Park
Bl\'d. No. 17, Santa Monia. Cali(.

Need information on !.he minimum nmount of
area that a NapolC'Onlc Era Di\'won required
when in battle. If you need inCormation on WW
l. Please wriU! David Rothe. 1609 Kitchener.
Sunnyvale. California 94087. 408-245-0877.

YounrllmDtuer. rood at Bulre. needs PTllCt~. 111
be Germans. "ith optionals to be decided on
pbm or fif. Can onl)' play one game at a time.
Kit Knicht. 29Q..1 Wesl.On IVII)', Rancho Cordoua
Calif. 95670.
Are there :my clubs in thl:' below area. Will pbrr
andlor ftf any in D·Da)·, Blitz, Bulge. ~CC'(

infolllUl.tion about Oiplom:tcy. Also keep 01

trucking m:tn. John Cave, 9440 Sa~, West·
minster, Cnlif. 92683.

We have rolled n slow ,\·bltck. 10,OOO! Mean·
while. I still need flf "gnmen" in Saigon - Long
Binh area. Note oodress ehange. No VC need
:apply. Cop.'. Hllnk Roach, Long Binh I':<ch HQ
AI'O SF 96491.

Computerized war games for more lhan 2 pla)·ers.
t'or details IIl.'nd me a $Lampcd envelope. SN
Richard Loomis, 527762876 Usastratcom, Sig GP
OPNS, Co South APO SF 96558.

Hardenl'<l veteran wishes lo ml.'(>t gamers at U. o(
Calgary, if there are an)'. 282·1091. Anyone "ith
,\pollo II ta»('s please contact me. I wish to
bolTQw lo copy mi~ion communication~. M.J.
Nevfeld, 25'18 Chicoutimi Drive, Calgary 44,
Alberta, CWlnda.

FTF anYOlle around Prince George areu. Bulge,
AK, Getty, Tact II, D·Dny, Wuterloo, 3 years
eXI>erience. Would like info. on Civil Wnr experi·
enCll Confederates. Like t.o buy Sloutch hat,
Avnn Williams, 168& Ouk Price George, B.C.,
Canada.

I'BM opponents wanted (or Stallngrad and Water·
100. No experiellce nl pbm myself, but ext.cnsive
rtf. Prefer plnyers in their mid 20'&. Will answer
all letters. Please write, Bill Gard. 1 Westl'rn
Avenue, Guelph, Ollt .. Canada.

Any pmI' "nuts in South Ont.:lrio? PBM Krieg.
Willing to leam any AU pme. Also Ftf. V('(:tor,
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BaUlar, Baseball Strat.cgy. etc. Would lik~ to Corm
or join a club. Ken I'awulski. 5·111 Madison
Streel, Kilchener Ontario, Cannda.

Will ftf any A.1i. coll('(:tion in the Chatham aren
(Can3da). Will ftf Aniw, S·Grad. Wuurl()(), 0
Day. Will pbm in 5-Grad. Kov\ce pbm pla}'er·
ICon. 4 Paincoun Ont. Can. Tyrone Newby clo
Mrs. Leonma Graham RIli.

Wanted ftf oponents in Montreal. I'lay mOSI
games. N"e<ld players Cor Stalingrad pbm eicher.
SoTTY about all games I couldn't complete,
unfonunate difncullies. Mike Cohen, 6300 Len·
nox, Apt. 1003, Montreal Quebec, Candad, An·
swen; All' ,

Wish to find opponmts and to join club. llIly one
nl.'3T Gnl'Cnwich. Please contact me. Desperate!
John C. Andrews, Jr.. Sparrow L.a. Greenwich,
Conn. 06530.

I have opening in pbm pme of Diplomacy. Both
!.he Youngs town Yllrinnt and che regul:u 7 man
game it you are inuresled.~ contact Douglas
Sch,~ofer, 84 Farm View Drivc, Guilford, Conn.
00137.

Wanted; HJthschool opponent to pbm Midw:ly.
111 be ei!.her side. Tom Panele, 61 Shannon Rood.
East Hartford. Conn. 06118.

I need a pbm. D.A.A. player in Waterloo who
thinks I'm all washed up. Ray Hosler, Green Hall
0217, Ft. Collins. Colo. 80621.

Looking for a great club? The join SHAEF it hM
its own Newsleller put out C'dch mon!.h. We have
~mall dues to cover !.he t'Osl of the Newsletter.
Write to: Demtd Riggs, Bolt 183 Westelif(e Co.
81252.

Help! I'm stuck wilh a Slalingrad withuut grids.
Can anyone hetp me? Jaml.'S Polk, 4430 ReseTVoir
Road, N.W., Wnshinllton, D.C. 20007.

Wish pbm opponf'nt for AK. I'm the Allies. Kelly
J11: 46 Bmndy Wine Dri\'e: Homestead, Fla.
33030.

Need phm oppon('nLs in StnHllb'l'ad (German), ..\K
(either). I will finish all games. Guy Henneey,
Pennock Pt.. Road. Jupit.or, Fla. 33·158.

Need a new plnyer have 7 AU games. l'anzer!Jlitz,
D-Day, Wat('rloo, ~lidway, Jutland, U·l1oat, Guad.
FTF, or pbm Guad, Waterloo, and I'nnzerblitz.
Bob Heinzmann, 64755 11'. 104 Streel, Miami,
Fla. 33156.

I would like info. OIl gamcs other than S&1' or
AU war games. Also Ctf in the Omnll" Park Areu
Richard McClintock, 4'16 Ameen Avenue. Or:mge
Park, Fla. 32073.

Anyone in the Orlando Area piease contact [or
playing any A.H. games. Itave S·Grad. Blitz"
Midway, and D·Day. Please call 2966360. I'm a
fair German player in most games. John Davis
1539 Hialegh. Orlando, na 32808.

liot shot l5-year old corpoml desires to demolish
decodent allies in advanced 1914 game. Will
haggle over rules. lsi offer accepted only. ThO$
wishing to die honorably, please conl:lct: Jona
than Lickwood 3131 EI I'rodo. Bh'd, Tampa, Flo
33609.
I have befon transff'red 10 belo"' address and will
be going overseas in April. Conespondents ple:ue
note-addl'e!i$.Also: Mil·Con 111 will be held 10 and
11 .lui)', St. John', Uni\'MS!ty, New York. Da·
mian Housman, Box 4035. Tyndall A.~'.B., Fla.

FTF opponenb wanted in Orbndo Are. Vemon
Paul, 1316 Monte L.ane, Winter Park, Fla. 32789.

Need informntion on where I ean set ttafalger
and DipklmllC}' also. Info. on what they are lib.
FTF any penon in Allanta Area. 1 own Battle of
Britain Chaocellorsville hex GettyJburg. Jool
Rauber 164 Bidley Cirele, De<::ltur. GA. 30030.

Help! We the inU!rested war g;:une players of
Arlington Heights. Ill. Would like to sl:lrt a w:lr
game Club. I( yOu are interested we want you,
contact. Harotd StoUel, 1335 Highland, ,\rhngton
Hts, III. 60005.

PBi\1 JuUand. K-Spiel. Chess. Jutlnnd according to
Vo. 7 1\umber 3, Vo. 7 Number 4. Vol. 7
Number 6. Don Doumakt'S, 99 Old Oak Dri~e.

Barrington, Ill. 60010. PB~1 U·Boat 100.
Germans, Blal;k, WhiU!, SUb.

Wish to Oblaill Trafalgar ron't get hold of Mr.
Cormier! Also alter I get gDme and pbm Kit I
will piny ftf or pbm. l'lelp! Mike Kelly 140
Ensenadnc'viJIc, Ill. 60110. Will pny Good!

Wanted; Information on Non-,\H gaml'S and
mngazine. Al.<o want back WUK of S & T
1Ilagazine. Kevin Johnson, ·1928 AtmiLage.
Chicago, Ill. 60639.

Join the 2nd Kriegsplel Army, u branch of the
1st. Kriegspiel Army. We nrc looking for
challengers In D·Day, Stalingrod, Afrikakorps. We
nre German~ In all. Also, 1914 U! French. 2nd
Kriegspiel Army 11421 Artesian, ChlcullO. Ill.
60655.

Opponents wWlwd all slrut.cglc gumes eilher side.
Plus any optional rules. Adults preferred bUl will
play anone. Souglns Richart!, '15'12 W. B:.rry,
Chicago, Ill. 60641.

Undefeat.cd as Germans in S-Gr:ad! Not so good
as Russiam. llut will ploy nil who \\Tlte. No more
1914! Whal hnllpened to Panze Lehr? Rick
Mover, Vietori.. over ull!!! Iln·Ha! Bob Peterson,
602 E. Collegc, 13ox. 253, Carbondale, 1Il. 62901.

Kampfgruppe IIlini,Clf in Chnmpaign
Urbana-Blitz, Anzio, S-Grod. D·Thly. Bul~.

Pnnzerblilli:_a1so Design and ReseM:h info. swap
anywhere. 332-0830. Bill "Iinwk" Hawkins, 376
G;lmer !-WI, Chapaign, Ill. 61820.

Want informntion of olller Non·AH warg:J.mC'S I
am also intl'rested in joining a Wlll' gamirli club in
Chic:lgoland Mea. Please send inConnation on
either. PNer Kl'amer, 4738 Kenton, Chicago.
Illinois 60630.

PB~1 Blitzkrieg Torunament, Antio Gme II, rtf
I'anzerblitz, over 21. Rich F'Iynn. 7246 S.
Rockwell Chic:lgo. Ill. 60629.

Wanted: In(o. on all Non·AH war pmes. Would
like ftf opponl'lltJ S-GI"lId, .\K, D·Da~', Bulgt".
ExperWllCe preferred. Have no car, mUlt be
willing to tr.l\'el. Jeff Bale, 7645 N. Sheridan,
Chicago, Ill. 60626.

Thc rmt Long RWlge Rcon. Patrol is coming out
of Liberation pbm S-Grad, Blitz, Bulge. Firsl
three takers in S-Grad Unlimited number ir.
others. No One-way Bulge, No Nuclear Blitz. elo
Denny Sears, RFD Box 104, Henry, Illinois
61537.

Will play 1914 by mail. Name your sides and
rules. Also is there any club in Lllke Forest or
North shoN! area? Send replies l.O; Mike Hanley.
104.9 S. Grl.'(>nbay Rond, L.ake Forest, Ill. 60045.

Wanted! fifer's in Lake Forest or Lake Bluff.
How aboul a IOC1l1 SICL chapter? Want Info on
China, Asia'40 etc. Contncl: Tom Wilbur 985 N.
Hawthorne PI., Lake FOTl"it, Ill. 600·16.

Opponent wanted for pbm K-Spicl, G·Burg.
(Black eithf'r) Bill Fort, 316 'Ich Street. Lincoln,
Ill. 62656.

For Sale: Blitz, '\nzio, Squnre Get! '5, B. of B.,
Guad, Diplomacy, Hlghf'&t bid will nl'Cieve game.
All post paid. Games must go. Brinn Gustatson,
206 Gustafson, Manhattan, Ill. 60'1'12.

Am lookinG for ftf opp. for Gctty's, Guad. I am
Jups. Am looking for Nnpolean lYl'e game~. rTF
opp. call 877·3832. D. Schnndelmeicr, 717 River
P:.rk Drive, Rockford, ilL 61111.

PB"'1 or f to f opponents lYant.cd for S·Grad,
Bulge, D·Dny, ,\nzio, Waterloo, l'zBlit?, Am
no\'ice but consider self expert. al D.Day, both
sides woutd like info. on non-AH wargames.
Stephen Lognn, 261V 100 Durfee ltoad. Wheaton,
Illinois, 60187.

PBM Panzer·Blitz. Novice at P·BIit.: & new at
pbm, but will tnke all comers. Germans. Any
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situation but No.5. Dwight Ivinslra, 706 HoW'.!rd
St., Wheaton, lll. 60187.

Op(Klncnb want.cd. Any AH gaml'li exeep~ U·Boat,
K·Spiel, P·Bliu and Tae 11. SteVen Kennedy,
1716 Cardinal Drive. Indianapolis, Ind., <16227
Pbm only.

Will pbm Stalin~d. Will be eithcr side <I-5~

replacement <aLes am nO"iCi:' write Phil Malloy.
1524 Melbrook, Munster, Ind. .\6321.

Young pla~'er with little experience wishes pbm
in AK, D-Day will discuss Sides lUld rules.
Interested in Non-AH games (Olina), (Crete),
Tammemburg) etc. List prices main aspects pbm
..te., Conl.:lcl SIeve Andriakos, R.R. No.3.
Princeton, Ind. 47570.

Want fif opponenb for B·Krieg. 1914, Goad,
Bismarck, GeUys, in Richmond, Ind. area. Would
also like to sl.:1rl club in that area. Phone
93f>.5310. Dave r\icholson. 1512 S. 11th.
Richmond. Indiana 47374.

PB:'-! opponent.ll wanted tor Waterloo, 1914,
Panzerblitz. Bism:uek. or Kriq;spiel. I'm prompt
on "'turning k'ttl'rs K'C('i~'e<I and mo"ement
during !.he game. Chris Gage, 521 W. Broadway,
Eagle Gro\'e. Iowa 50533.

Want to pbm St:llingrad, Blitz, and Pa.nzerblit:z.
Am novice at pbm. Pick your side and rules.
Stephen Clay, 5 Tammy Lane, t'ort Madison,
Iowa 52627.

I would like a few pbm opponents for I't·blit:z
Md S-Grad Ill. I'm a confirmed Germ:tn nlso nny
fH at the university. Randy Seger, R·B20 Quad
Hall U of I. Iowa City, IA. 522010.

Pbm 1914, GeUysburg. or ftC PanterbJilz. I've got
somf' rules that t.cnd to make Gettysburg more
equal. I'm also interested in pbm chess. I promise
no mercy! Michael Mulford. Rock Creek Lake,
Kellogg, Iowa 50135.

Panzer Lehr, a fast growing club with Its own
newslf'ttl'r club tournament.s, ~talionery and other
benefits. Join a club that gives you what you pm
in\.(] it. Panzer Lchr. David Gmnger 5824 E
Mont.c, Fairwny, Kansas 66205.
Opponents wanted for Africa KorpI>, SLulillb'l'ud,
B.1ttle or the Bulge, KriCllspiel, PanzerbliLz,
D·Day, ,Jut.land. 1>.1idwny, An%lo. Bill Jort!on, 706
N. Linn, Frontenac Knnsa. 66762.

The Kentucky Korps will take recruits who play
lo the end. Wanted now two opponents for
A·Korps one each. Those interest writ.c: Lovell
~Iunter Ill, Valarah Lee ,'1pts. llighwny Iloute
Murray, Kentucky 92071.

Wilt pbm anyone in Anzio, A.K., Bmz, or S·Grad.
Will be either in all. Brad Lacy, 627 Jim\Yood
Drive, Vine Grove, Kentucky 40175.

OppOnenl wanted for pbm 1914. Standard Game.
Will take either side. Am new at game but am
good opponent. Marlin McCoy, 2609 Chntwood
Monroe, La. 71201.

New Orleans Wargamers are still searchlng for
new members. Wargamers in New Orleanl, come
out of hiding. We need you. Call or write; Sid
Kuhn II, 8630 ChaM.-, New Orleans. Lll. 70127.
Riehard Cuccia, 5736 Alfort!, New Orleans, La.
70122, Phone: 288-1837.

FTF opponl'llts wanted in Nell' Orleans OUell. We
pb,y all AH wargam"" and o!.hen. Contact Charlie
Hogue 3646 SomeTSl!t or Sid Kuhn, 8630 Chase,
New Orleans. La 70114.

Wanted into. on Non.AH BaUle games. Crete,
Korea. Space Wargames and othtrs. Wri~ Jimmy
Mathi!. 893 Southgate Rood, Shreveport, L.a.
71105. I am interested in purdtllJing good non
A.H. wargames.

Opponents wanted Cor AK, 1914, W100, D·Day,
811z. PZ·BliU:. Goad. FtC only in ,\nnapolis aJ'f'a,
have car for short Distances. AI50 want inCo. on
pun:huing naval minialures. 268-7711, Ext. 606.
Gory Christensen Med. Dept. U.S.N.,\ ..
Annapolis. Maryland 21402.

Face-to·face opponenb desirt'd for ANY Avalon
Hill Gome. I own 12. Will drive reasonable
distance in Maryland, D.C.. Virginia. I'hone
474·0364, or wr1U!; Dave l'ulnam 9140
Edmonston Coun Apt. 203 Greenbelt, Mnryland
20770.

WanU>d rtf opponent Fori i\leade area. Have most
AU games including Panzerblitz. Novice, need
experilmC('. Also wanL info. space warfare. Crete,
China, Koren, etc. Phone 677·4922. Robert
Deemie, 8135A, l.awson Loop, Fort Meade,
Marylalld 20755.

Want ftf opponents 1l1itz, D·Day, S·Grad, AK,
1914, Jutland, Anzio, i\lidwny, Bismarck, Bulge,
Panzerblitz. Will haggle over rules. Alao desire
Info. on Trnfalgar and miniatures. Would like to
pbm Diplomacy. Ronald Watson, 1900 Callall'ay
Sr., Hillcrest Iiieghts, Mnrylnnd 20031.

Wnnt opponents (ftf) in College Pnrk, Maryland.
(Univer_<ilY of i\laryland) area. AH and S&T
games. Also, are lhere any minintures nuts in the
area? Hnppy lo hear from clUbs. David McClellan,
3915 Kennedy Street. Hynttsville, Maryland
20781 (927-7274).

Those desiring quality ftf opponents in the
Maryland W'1'a contact interest group Bnltimore.
We play all AH Iype simutaneous. We nlsa desire
ftf challenges by clubs. Call Clay Dulaney
(825-0800), 8201 Bellona Towson, Maryland
71204.

Want any info. on all war gamCli excepl A.H. Will
play fif nny AH Game contact Joseph Gioia, 16
LitU!1l Road, Brookline, M3SS. 021'16, 73>1-5866.

BerlWlire county S-Grad, 1914, AK, P·Blitz, will
haggcl flf only (Watch my ba.by blue eyes) Abo
info. on Games other than A.H. I pay postage
Phone 665-8841, Brad MoullOn, Peru Road,
Hinsdale, ~1:tSL 01235.

Want pbm opponents for Blitzkreig. J am only"
in pbm games. Joe lagnJli, 81 Grant Street,
Needham. ~13SS. 02192.

Pbm relative novices AK or S-Grad. Been playing
si:< months. Ftf AK. S-Grad, Stock Market, North
Shore area., bicycling distance. Phone 531-3537
for ftf'en. Sides and optional rules negotiated.
John Hendry, 17 Price R03d, Peabody, Mn.
01960.

Need fit players. especially for Diplomacy. Also
ha''e openings for postal Dippy variants. Join the
IFW Science Fiction and Fantasy Games Society.
Need Busoom map. Lewis Pulsipher, 33<1 Twin
Towers. Albion. Michigan, 49224.

Want to pbm D-Day, am novice at pbm. Will be
either side. Donald Glance. 15013 Garfied, Allen
Park. Mich_ 48101.

Pbm Blin, AK, Tactics. Ten yean experience
fighting imaginary opponenb. Be the first real
opponf'nt. Pbm or rtf Toumy rules, no optionalJ.
What are Diplomacy, Britain? Joseph French,
17437 Hanover, Allen Park, Mich. 48101.

Pbm Afrika Korps, D·Day (with Toc nir),
Blitzkrieg (No Nuclear), Kriegspiel (All optionals,
standard double mniling system). PanzerbJitz,
William J. Rose, 2338 Stair Detroit, Mich. 48209.

Wanted opponents for New Aggreuor
Tournaments: Bulge, W·\,oo, S·Grad, AK, Anzio,
D·Day, Chess, and WW II which includlll playing
four games of Bulge, S-Grad and AK entry fee is
$.25 for all. Tim Fox, 58 Cult.cr, Grnlld Rapids,
Mich. 49607.

Pbm OPPollenL, wanted for 1914, Guad, Getty,
Bulge. Rules discussed lawr. Havu any info. on
non-AH gnmes? Bob Hag~lshaw, 1515 Ferndale
Kalamazoo, Mich. 49007.

Want info. on B.. ttlc of Britain and Diplomacy
Desire pbm D·Day, am allied standard game. Am
novice. Barry Vanderweele, 9555 IV. KI. Avenue,
Kalam..zoo, Mich. 49001.

Pbm or fl[ basic Blill., AK, Sq. Gelly. Also ftf
Anzio, Bulge, Stalingrad, Waterloo, Jutland,

OPPONENTS WANTED
&lsmarck, U-Boat. Any sides for all games. All
lctU!n answered. Contact; George Paulik, P.O.
Box 66, Manistee, Mich 496GO.

Ftf opponenb wanted. Waterloo, Gettysburg,
Blitxkrieg, Kreigspiel. Panzerbliu, 1914, MidWiiY.
Am novil;e. I ha"e no t.rans. Will learn other
games. Info. wttnted on non AH Garol'S. 13 years
will allS"'er all letters. Blaine Keigley 301 N.
Brown. Mt. Pleasant, M Mich.

W:mt fiC opponenb. Piny Stalin'd, Anzio, D·Day,
and mOst other AH games. Also have some test
series games. Interested in starting a dub. Phone
7556015. Gl'llDt FOTS)'the, 3316 Beltwood
Muskl'&on. Mi. 49441.

Looking for fif opponenb in lansing area. I ha\'e
midway, S'gtlId. but would like to learn other
games.. Please call 625-7154. ptw; would like to
start dub. Prefer DSUlt.s. Calvin Mason, 35-16
Winega1 P~TTY, Mich. 48872.

Looking for wargamers who dig acienb. Join the
lUlcienu society. Join the IFW also looking for
those interested in playing miniatures ancients.
Tom Webster R2, Plainwell. Mich. 49080.

An)'one in the U.P. play ",a<games? An interested
in ftC Deployment Austrelitz &: Waterloo. Anyone
have any ideas on a varient o[ S&T's
Deployment? Join the Pru,.,i:ut Guard. Have
Deployment pbm, Tim Tilson, 1117 Tweed, Sault
Ste, Marie, /IIieh <19783.

U you live in the Minneapolsi·St.Paul area and
you are inlerestf'd inwnrgarning, WW II
Miniatures, or dippy contnct me. Call 78-1_9699.
IFW Se-.llll.Or voting unit 8. James A. Barber, HI
E. Goldenlake Lane, Circle l'ines, Minn. 55014.

I'bm AK eilher Blitz either two pla)'ers for each
discuss IUles, Sleven Karhu, 684 Riviera, New
Brighton,Minnesola 66112.

Gung Ho! "'Iy vitous I>.larlne Butchers will
slaught.cr all comers! PBI>.I Guadalcanal. all
options. including Uidden movement. 1'11e U.S.
Navy is also on the rampage. t'bm I>.lidway, all
options. David Zurn, 1124 J.:. Minnehoha, St.
l'nul, "'linn. 55106.

l'bm games want.cd in Afrika Korps and D·Day.
lVe are Axis and Allie' respL'Ctively. All
i\lilillissippi wargamer> please conlae! uS for
possible (uce·to-face play. Vernon Strihlinll' '106
Crocket, l'ililadelphia, /IIiss. 39350.

Nced ftf opponents in West St. Louis County.
Phone 469-3308. Am 15. Brian Anderson, 70
Burning Tree, Chesterfield, "'Iaryland 63017.

N('(!d more Diplomacy players. Still have sOme
openings. Pbm Pz-Blitz, will negoliate term&.1914
if you wish, call 314·937·7806. Ray Bowers. 612
Moore Festur, Mo. 63028.

Join IfW Riehard l.ocke. Box 665 Park call,
KansDS City, Mo. 64152.

St. Louis area ftf most .-\-H games. Phone (314)
43<149>160. Please send info. on Batlle of Britain.
Interl.'SU>d in pbm Kits. Particularly. Jutland and
Blitz. Leslie Korton 1252 Danvers, SI. Ousis, Mo.
63141.

I'bm S-Grad. W·Leo. Either side. any rules. I will
permil the humili:lled lO surrender. FIf if within
150 miles. Sam Hubben. 517 N. Montana, Butte,
Moot. 59701.

Old V·2 is forming New Gaming Organization in
the Northwest. War Games! Spons GalllC!i!
:O<ew,!etter! nigh Office; up for grabs. Perhaps
some Minial.ures. Interested? Conl.:ld: Mike
ainlOn. 1000 Orange. Helena. Mont. 59601.

Need pbm players in Bulge, (I'm Ameri<:aru) aIso
in Panuorbliu. but cannot play P:mzerblitz \lntil
afler Feb. 25. Situation No. 10 is my Poison so
wat.c:h out; "(I'm Russiansl". Tommy Clifton.
1001 Glenwood Ih'enue, Raleigh. N.C_ 27605.

~ej(in. unite! Ftf lOumy ~Iidway. Also, Pbm
Blitz all optional roles e:l:<:f'pt ",~ther, Nudear,
and fighU!rs. Expcrimf'ntal rules: Original Matrix
crt'J and armor stacked 18 factors high. Barton
Wrighl. Lundy La. Durtlam, N.H. 03824.

Wnnt«1: Opponenb in P:z-Blitz.•\nzeio, Bulge,
D-Day alld real A.K. (I'm German). S-Grad
(either). Blitz 'rae II (I'm Blue), 191.1 (3rd palyer
or German). Contacl: Brian Benne<:off. Box 38
Road 1 Egg Uarbor, N.J. 08216.

New dub would like to piay in informal
toumamenb with any clubs in Hudson Counly,
New York City, or other near·by area. Write Jack
Hummer Box 514 Stevens Institute of
TechnOlogy, Iloboken, N.J. 07030.

Pbm Panzerhlit.z (stnte game situation and side)
ftf most AI-I and some TGS Games call Monday
thru Thursday afwr 7 p.m. 925·0126. Rick
Young. 22 University Circle, Linden, J.J. 07036.

Opponets wanled for pbm for D·Day, Anzio,
Tactics II Getty~. No pbm experience \\TiLe, Bob
McCredie 26 Adams Drive, Ogdensburg, NJ
07419.

Secking opponents ill Jutlnnd, "'1·Way, S·Grad
D·Day. Bulge, Manhattan. Uudson County .. rea
flf, No pbm. Tel.{201) 863·7518 James Murphy,
149 Edgar Street. Weehawkcn, J.J. 07087.

Looking for flf opponents in New York City for
AH war games. I Own 1914, B·krieg, Bulge, alw
ploy S-Grad. Am 27. Ste-phen Wei.<;,;, 1430
Parkchester Road, Bronx, New York, 10462.
Pleaae call (212) TA9-2393.

Pbm opponents wanted ...K, Bulge, Gettys.
1914, Anzio, Blitz - am novice, will play lo end,
all letU!rs answf'red Mark Grodin, 239 East 57
Street, Bltlyn, New York 11203.

Pbm situation hepless? Looking for mature,
reliable opponenb? Sparta is your IOlution. Many
pbm l.Ournaments always in progress. Other
features and services. Do yourselt a favor. For
more inCormation. contact Alan Augcnbl'3un,
1755 Ocean I'kway. Brooklyn, N.Y. 11223.

For future N!feT'l'flU Jim Venn SA Nonna!
Ave. Buff3lo, N.Y. 14201 Call 'IT2--4028 if in
Buff3lo all pmes ft[ need D-Day OIB's and

""""'"Pbm Anzeio (l,II,DI), P:mz.er. Either side, an)'
Iltuation. Also simultaneous nxn-ement in pbm.
Will answer all letten.. Jaml'li Massar. 127 N.
Emmons. Dannemon. N.Y. 12929.

Would like info on non-AH games. Ron Patalona,
43-20 91 Place, Elmhurst, N.Y. 11373.

Designen Unite! Play-Testers, designers 3Tld games
needed. Contact: Ste,.., Marsland, 78 Genewe
Street, Greene, N.Y. 13778.

FtC opponent (or St:lIingrad or Afrika Korps
wHling to take either side Phone (516) 271-2707
nge 14. Kenneth Crowe. 37 E. Lyonas Street,
Huntington, N.Y. 4746.

Competent Allied commander would like some
German opponcnts [or Bulge. I'd also appre<:ialc
AK opponenU. Anyone willing to try Stalingrad
III or &lLtle of Britain by m:tiJ? Rule discussions
Cirst. Joel Klein 170·14 130 Avenue, Jamiico,
N.Y. 11434. .

WanU!d pbm Kriegspiel only. Will diseuss option$.
I'm red only. Novice players. First Lime pbm.
MU&l finish game. Dan Edelman, 114 Highridge
ROlld. New Rochelle, N.Y. 10804.

Wanted pbm Bulge, A.K., Panzerblitz, and 3.0
chess. All letU!rs answered. Any side. William
Kunze, 28 Independence Avenue, N.Y. 11702.

I am a newcomer to war games and will give
anyone a fight ftC or pbm, D·Day, Midway,
Tactics II, Chess. Will answer ail lctt.crs. Ray
Reeves 17, Deb Ellen, Or. Rochester, New York,
14624.

Ocr Fuehrer desires a good Joe to crush In
St.uJingrad pbm or fU, fU possible for opponent
ncar Tri City Area or N.Y.C. John Wetzel, 2425
21st.. Troy. N.Y. 12180.

Pbm GUild. D·Day, S-Grad, Bulge (either). Info.
wanted on 3-0 chess, Naval war games,
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miniatures, Old All games. Edward Vomackn,
1281 Bretton Road, Valley Stream. N.Y. 15580.

Experienced wurgnmer desires pbm S'Grad
(cither). Join the Scandinavian wargaming
Society! Write to: SP{4, Ron Kinlough Del. K.
Co. A (Box 91 USASAFS ROTH. AI'O, N.Y.
097<12.

Wanted; Allied player for pbm Lowry's Operation
Grief. Toumament Jutland beginner will pbm as
in July·,\ug General. I nf most AH gaIDC'!i in
Berea arca.. Rick Biernacki. 530 Crossbrook Drive,
Berea, Ohio 44017.

Don't belieVe pbm Diplomancy pc>Wble care 10
fill Il'lll in? rtf Jutland, K-spiel. o!.hers in
ColumbuJ area. Also pbm bul musz negotiate on
this. Randy auk, 5006 Dierker Road, Apt. Al
Columbus, Ohio 43220; 451-8832.

Will pbm Btiu:. 1914. FIf Blitz, 1914, S-Grad,
Guad., Jutland or .\K. To play ftf mllSl be in
Akron-CIevelnnd lIn'a. Contact Bob Fulton, 98
West Case, Hudson Ohio, 44236.

Pbm 1914, BB, Stalin. WaterlOO, BJiU:. ftf SDIl1e
plus Anlio, l'anurblitz, Gu:W. Midway, AK,
D'DaY, Toe II, and Korea. (1914 options rtf
only.) Also expand play Kriegs. ~'our options.
Call 521-2510. S. Frank Fogg IV. 11850
Edgt""'DICr Drive No. 912, L.akewood, Ohio
4ol107.

I challenge anyone to pbm Illit.z, A.K.. Stal.,
Waterloo, Ilulge. Also ftf if any opponents in
Massillon. Please call me. Number is 832-1292 or
477-212·; Tim Peten 528 Uncoln Way East,
Massillon. Ohio 44646.

Play uS a game or go soak your turrets. PBM
Stnlingrad. AK. Anzio (we're Allies) Bulge {we're
Germallaj show us n challenge and we'l show you
your b'l':lve. Writ.e us. Tank Command, P.A.L.,
15220 Ilill Drive, Ko\'elty, Ohio 44072.

I'tf or pbm uny A.H. wargnme except Kriegspeil,
MaLuke phIY~" only. I nm also interested in
joining u serioua Club and would likc information
on Non·AII games. ']'('1 (216) 84[>-13S9, Michael
Fike, 7082 Parma Park. I'ama Hieghts, Ohio
44130.

Our club Jngdpanther hus a necd for some new
members. We have n newl>letU!r. Novices welcome.
Jagdp:mther, 122>1 North, Porl.l;mouth. Ohio
45662.

Garne designers: WI' nrc working Oil new games.
Club members receive pme Wehrmacht free! Join
Cobm wargominll aub. $2.00 per year. Conlact
Bob NOV\l.k, 28700 Euclid Avenue, Wieklifte,
Ohio 4<1092.

~ttysburg pbm. All lelwrs alls"·ered. Allen
Coleman. 31<1 W:adsack Apt. H, Norman.
Oklalloma 73069.

Any ftC lit the U. of Oregon. Don Sanders, UO
en. 5430, Box 43. Itoom 108, (Burgess)

Hamilton, U. of Oregon. Eugene Oregon, 97403.
Pllnnr Bliu is excellent.

Pbm opponents Wllllted [or Pze-BJitz, Kspiel,
&Kries, Bulge, Anzeio. Oless. Shogi, Bastogne.
Crete and olher S&:T~ too numerous to
menlion. All !etten answered. Write to Mike
Shefier, 3924 Dicke)' Road. Gibsonia, I'll.. 150'14.

!'bm or ftf in N. !"hicy area.. Pze-B1itz. D·Day, Tat
II, S-Grad, ei!.hcr side. WilT join dub. Bill
Carmack, A·205/228 &&ston Road. Uonsham, Pa.
19044.

PB~I; D-Day (Basic Games) Stalingrad, AK.
Blitzkrieg. Abo chess with mO"e limit. Join the
R.W.C. lIS a pbm member. The R.W.C. as a pbm
member. The R.W.C. Blitz will over run e:u;t
Co:u;t. Ron Pagnuceo. 708 Beacon Hill Road,
New Cumberltuld, Pa 17070.

rtf Bliu or Ponzerblit.z. Pbm Panzerblit:r.. P",Cer
nul' for Bliu. All options except nuclear.
Boehlke, 420 Souch St.reet, Phila, Pa. 19147
11'1\2·4545 day. or 732·9220.

FtC opp......!nted in Pgh. area. Bulge, Blit.z, S'gtlId,
191<1. John Durkin, 59'19 Alder, Phg., Pa. 15232.

The Unicorns ehnllenge somebody to :l pbm of
Panli.Crbtitz will be Germans in any situations.
Write M.A. Katter. 184 Boxfield Rond,
Pittllburgh, I'll.. 152H (or even game 13?).

Will pbm AK, BB, DO, Krieg. I'm Ger, Ger, Ger,
either. Any club in PiUsburgh <ll'ea interested in
tOUrllnlllenb'l MWV will piny any club contacL
lIlilitanscher Wlliscneehutlvenen, Phone 276·1296
c/o Ilooort Pnisley, 1103 Grove Drive, Pitts., I'll..

16243.

Chemistry mnjor with lillie Lime would like
patient pbm opponent in any game. Righl WW 6
Fascist piga need not npply. Ditto Junior field
marschalls. Send Info .. Questions. "Peace!" Phone
655.0913 John Carroll, 26 NAFUS, Pittston. Pa.
18610.

Opponent.s wanted for AK and S·Grad. I "ill be
either side. Am 13 first atU!mpls at pbm. Need
info on non·AH warg:un.es like Cn'te, Olina '40
or Trot:llgar conlllet: John Moriarty, 120 White
Oak Road, N. Wales. Pa. 14454.

Want Bailie of Atlanta, Civil War, and
Chnnccllorsville Cor Criend. :md mysdf. Interested
in TraCD.lger. Would like "info." on miniatures.
Doug Cubbison 2<17 M M Maple, Slippery Rock,
Pa.16057.

Desperately need pbm (Bulge only) and ftf (all)
opponent.s. i\Iso requesl inro. on all wargames
(i.e. Diplomacy). I'no[l"r U.s. in Bulge lllld
Midway. Contkl: Eric Hammer, 26 N. York
Road, Willow Grove. Pa. 19090.

Help! U.R_I. Student needs ftC opponents on
CampU$, Campw: m:tplS are a''llilable. Also need
pbm woe (1) Isher. IC livea on. Write me. Mike,
Where is chl:' rest of Stellar Empire? John
Champlin 407 Bn!Uler, Kingsl.On, RI 02888.

Want.ed ftf opponents for Jutl:md, Btitz. or what
haVi! you cracker Jack team in prov contact Bob
SlOck, 95 East Drive, Providence, Rhode Island.

,Call collect (401) 274.84«4).

Novice adult gomer would like pbm opponents in
W100 or G'canal. Optional rul"" and sides
negoiLable. Will anawer all lett.en and rmish call
games. .\dulls preCened but will play anyone.
Frank Hanigan. 2 Whitehorn Drive. Kingston, Il
02881.

Am looking for Ctc almost IIny game. PBM
S·Grad, Bulge, Tat II ,viII join local club wanl
D·Day will form club. Know ei!.her local peopl(
Dippy anyol~? Call 751·5629. Please! Ken
Church, 20 Abbob Ford, Providf'nces, R.I.
029%.

Let the Tllbid ronks of wargamedom know that
"The Executioner" is amongst the, eager to
t.rample them indiscriminately into the baltlefield
muck. Anzio Ill, S·Cmd, Panzerblitz, Wntl'rloo,
D·Dny, A(korps (Discuss sides) Geo(f Burkman,
1'.0. Ilox 408 Brown U., Pro\'idence, R.l. 02912.

I'bm, rtf G·eannl. using all rules, no hidden
movement unless you're a playable system!
Eajootian. 100 'faber, Providence, Rhode Islnnd.
02906!

Would like hclp making a game on
Russo.Jnpenese war, land and{or Sea. Also flf any
and all games including miniatures. U you know
any!.hing aboul the Russo.Japenesc war \'Tite
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SU!phen Herchak, 1629 Canty Lane. Charleston,
S.C. 29407.

Need Stalin' (Russian) AK (Germ:tn Bliu (Blue)
opponent in flf. Am 11 and not so mueh of a
loser anymore. Contact: John Schmidt. 3501
Bauer-Qvercreek Rond. Columiba, S.C. 29206.

Armenian Po"'er! Opponent wanted in my nrt'a.

HuTTY before :ability 10 play is lost. ..\m 24 but
age no barrier 877·9743 will gn'e you opponent
who is capablc but rusty. Lewis Gosnell,
Crestview Dri"ll, Greer, S.C. 29651.

Will sell or 1'r:Ide G·Burg, G-Canal or U·Boat Cor
Btitz.kril'g or Bulge, Alan Single)' Andersonville.
Tenn. 37705.

Pbm'ff$ or ftf'en; for Gettys. Square grid game.
Am C.W. buCf. Any ftf'en in Olntty area. Will
play an)'one: expert, novice, or beginner. Am
Desperate [or opponent. Ftf'en call 892-6548.
Frank Derryberry, 1626 Fernwood Circle.
Chatlanooga, Tenn. 370121.

Still need ft( opponents for Stalingrad, 1914,
Anzio, Blitzkrieg. S&T gnmel or will ll:!nm youn.
Gary DeArmond, 2311 Davenport Road,
Knoxville, Tenn. Phone 573~M6.

Adull no\'ice I()()king for (tf opponents in
MemphiJ area. tl:ave Panzerblltz. Bulge,
StaJingan1, Blibkrieg, .\n~io, Jutland, Midway.
Willing to leurn oUlers. Will drive reasonable
distance. I'hone 323·3806.

Play ftf in all >\II wargames nnd S&T game,
Battte of Britain. Doesn't anyone flf in
Morristown area or ore you afrnid of losing
allhough you will anyway. Join I.F.W. Ronald
LaWtenCf', 1521 Ilugh Drive. ~Iorristow:n, Tenn.
37814.

Are th~re any AH warb'alllcrs in the Austin area'!
I seek ftf D·Dny or &Grad, or your other ballle
llames. Write John Michalski, Box 21846
Berllstrom AFB, Austin, 'l'el"as 78743.

Will play flf Bulge, 1914, AR. S·Grnd. Any other
wargamers in Au.till area? Call me al 926·3784
or wriw if intcreslcd. Duivd Zimmermann, 6812
Langston Drive, Austin, Tex.311 78723.

Wanted; Bulge, chess pbm opponents. Fellow
IF\\' membenl l'Specially. Will discuss game
!.herory. J'la~' to end. Rematch old game~

dropped. You won. K.L. rlestcande, Box 3
Decautr, 'rexll!i 76234.

I'bm Hlitz, novice at pbm. Ftf lllitz, Tann, Ft(.
Midway, 1914, Guad. D·Duy, l' II. JullWld,
Slalingrad. I'anzerbliu, BB, The LAST
ALLIANCE "'Dnts you. Paul Brent 3219 Nairn,
EIPaso, Texas 79925.

Pbm AK, none "'fused. Flf 30 AH games. :lnd
lOb more. Don't be gi\'ing me Ihe negalive "..ves,
moriarity. Robert Olimski. 4545 Sunrise Apt w.
Elpaso. TUaJ 79904. Will buy old AH Games.
That's All! Dissmiucd!

New or used. Good or poor, rtf opponent
wanted. most Avalon Hill gamel. My bolU'd or
yours, I have Stratigieal Brill;ulce will lra.vel.
Richard ~Burgtl 4501 Scloop 820 FI. Wonh,
Tuas Tell' No. 457·0138.

Am interested in information on Crew, B of B.
Korea, Chancelorsvil1e, .\Il·Civil WllI'. B o[
Georgia, oend reply to R. Longmire. 1933
Cantl'rbwy. Houston. TcXaJ 77025.

Join the Panzet I..ehr: a gTet club. Contact: l.a.n}'
Eorhardt Jr., 8918 Stroud Houston. Texas 77036.

I need info. from all)' and all clubis who hold
cash Toumamen\.5. Type arKl number of games.
length. daU! of enll)'. eIC. t.es McClure. 3610
Country ClUb, Apt. 230. Irving. Texas. 75000.

Ftf opponenb in S'Grad, 1914. Blitz. Kril'g.
Jutland. Midway, am novice. Any ehance of
staning club in my area? Info. on Diplomacy
wanted. (,lIess nuyone? John Vielmann, 818 W.
Hollywood. San Anlinio, Texas 78212.

I'bm Blizkrieg, do you hllve pbm kit? as I do nol
have kil I will be hard 10 beaL, will take either
color, all optional roles except "'Cather. David
I.,ong, Bo:o: HI5, DUllway, Utah 8.\022.

Any fLf in Salt l..:lke City? D..vid Bult.cr, 1305
13U) t;. SLC, Utah 8<1102.

Adult warllllmcr seeks opponents in the
Wummlor, Fredericksburg. Culpeper area. Ftf
only. Can nlso provide trnvel to Washington, StCL
meeLings If interest. ContaCl: Dick Jesser Rt. No.
I Box 2::13·6 Bealetom, VaL 22712.

nr Cilariottesville area. AU i'II'l nnd 5&1'
wargames. Phone 295-7711 or Write: John
Sheehan, 2223 Old Ivy Road Apt A.3,
Charlottesville, Virginia 22901.

Desire mature ftf opponenb in vicinity. I own
1914. D·Day. ilJitz. Plus Hlf-designed Mid.east.
Can play others.•\Iso, desire historical data on
Dnlton·to·AtlwlLa Campnign. A.L. Gfflever .1616
~'erncJirf Drive, Lynchburg, Va. 24502.

Pbm llulCe, U~, ftf o!.her .\1'1 wnrgtames except
nnYIa WWlt to buy Itnly 1915. Info. 0 on non-AH
games any AH nuts in my aren? Ol:ll'les Archf'r.
12t1 Marion Avenue, Mel.ean, Virginia 22101.

Capilal wafl:3men Unite! SparLan flf chapU!.r has
Stalled. Meetings held weekly. F.B.A.H. ~linican I
Saturd..y, March 13!.h. Tomys in Diplomacy,
Stalingnd, Naval Miniatures. Expected atlcndacne
70. Conl.:lct: Ron Bloch. 6813 Highland,
Springfield, Va. 22150 Phone 0151-2223.

PB~I wanted for Stalingrad. Would like 2 games
lit onee so C'X'h side gelS to ha,<j) the Germans.
Basic: rules. Larry Ewns. Rt. 8 Bolt 5392,
lkiinbridge 15l:md. WllShington 98110.

Have Krief, Blib, trade COT S-Grad. D-Day AK.
want info. Diplomacy, Tolkien garnes. Pho~

822·0388_ Anyone want club in area I'm novice.
Also ftf 1914. Jutland in nrea. Bill Schill. 14101
12st Kicldlllld, \\'aJhinrton 98033.

I need opponenta in Spolane. Will ftC anything.
Somebody please respond. I am unbeatable and
will demonstra.te. 1'0. pbm. CharIer Hayes,
\\'2821 Weill', Spolane, WllShington 99208.

OpponenlS "'anted to pbm AK and Stalingtlld.
Either side. Robert Waten, 128 Canterbury Drive,
Parker.lburg, Wesl Virginin 26101.

'Desllerate for ftf Milwaukee and suburbs. HaH'
sevf'rdl AH g:lmes and Panzcrblit:z. Also novi«>
pbm Imt:zkrieg, Sleven Nepati, 2843, S. 86 West
Allis, WU. 53227 (\\'iJIing to travel but no
transport but buI).

Ftf or pbm 0PpollenlS wanted. Prefer ftf. Hnve
D·Thly, S·Grad, Jutlund, Blitz, Bulge, and G·Berg.
Would like to join club. Contnct me at (414)
786·1916. Scott Majeske, 1160 Bringsmere Drive.

:Elit Gro\'e, 53122.

Wanted, rtf opponent for AK, Blitz, and
Stulingrnd, ur will learn yours. Any side. Any
loptions. Helpl Call 639·4390. Join lFII'. Lnnce
l"rickel1smith, 1233 KingsLon Racine, IVis. 53402.

,Good opponent.s wanted (or l'bm llulge, D·Day,
und 1l1itz. AJlybody for pbm Jutll1nd? WriU! Dave
ISquirL'S, 7035 N. Senccn, I>.lilwuukL>e Wise. 53217.

Il'bm opponenb wnnted for 1914 and Blitzkrieg.
Wiil be any side, but would prefer French
opponent in 1914. Send side, rulea, and
,procedures. Will diso;;uss rule,. Edd Smith, 1906
Buffulo Sheet. Waukeshn, Wis. 53186.
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